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Holland City News.
YOL. V.-NO. 32. HOLLAND, MICIL, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1876. WHOLE NO. 240.
$Itc $oUand
A wbeklyTewspapee,
PUBLISHED EVERY 8ATUnDAY"AT
soiimcin, - - kb
OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.
0. J. DOESBURG, Editor and PnbllBher.
7IBK3 Of BUBS0BIPTI01L— 12.00 per/eirln aAvmoi.
JOB PRINTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One Hquareof ton lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-
quent Insertion for any period under three
months.
| 8 m. | 6 m. I 1 T.
3 50 5 00 8 00
2 *" .................. 5 on 8 00 10 003 •* ................ 8 00 10 00 17 00
10 00 17 00 25 00W " ...............17 00 25 00 40 001 “ ................. 25 00 40 00 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly
iloatls.
Dintlit.
Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
Taken Effect^ Sunday, August 20, 1876.
Leave
Holland.
Arrive at
Holland.Train*.
Grand Rapids. 5.15 a. m. f 10.15 a. m.“ ““ 12.10p. in.
“ “ 3.30 p. in.
«. 8.25““ * 9.35 p.m.
Muskegon, Pent water
& Big Rapids. 5.20 a. ni. f 12.35 p. m.
“ “ t5.00p.ru. 11.05 a. “
“ “ 3.35““ # 8.22p “
New Buffalo &
Chicago. f 1.20 p.m. 5.10 a.m.
“ “ 12.30 “ " 8.25 p. m.
“ “ * 9.45 “ “ f 4.40 “ “
• Daily except Saturday
t Mixed trains.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which Is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
Taken Effect, Sunday, Noo. 21, 1875.
FROM GR’ND RAPIDS TO GR*ND RAPIDS.
Expreue.tMail. STATIONS. Express. Moil.
P. M. A. M. A. M. P. M.
4 15 7 80 Grand Rapids. 10 10 7 10
4 82 7 44 Grandville. 9 65 6 55
5 45 8 26 Allegan. 8 45 5 45
6 1! 9 41 Otsego. 8 16 5 18
6 19 9 19 Plalnwell. 8 07 5 10
6 35 9 85 Cooper. 7 35 4 45
6 50 9 50 Kalamazoo. 7 35 4 40
P.M. A. M. A.M. P.M.
8 30 11 30 White Pigeon. 5 50 3 05
A.K. P.M. P.M. A.M.
6.00 6 30 Chicago. 10 40 8 50
A M. P.M. P.M. A.M.
2 40 5 00 Toledo. 11 55 8 30
A. M. P. M. P.M. A.M
7 05 9 30 Cleveland. 7 40 3 40
P. M A.M. P.M. P.M.
1 15 4 05 Buffalo. 12 10* 7 55
Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.
Ssln?
No. 4
North.
Nb.2 STATIONS.
Going
No. 5
South.
INo.l
p. ra.
8 20
p. m.
12 15 Muskegon'
p. m.
2 00
a. m.
8 00
7 45 11 45 Fcrrysburg 2 SO 8 50
7 40 11 40 Grand Haven 2 40 9 00
« 50 11 11 .Pigeon
Holland
3 18 9 50
5 45 10 85 3 55 11 15
5 17 10 15 Fillmore 4 12 11 45
4 00 9 25 Alleiran 5 00 1 15
gwitw-s liwrtortj.
Attomyi.
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
II NoUry Public; River street.
VI'oBRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and Sollcl-
Ifl tor in Chancery; office with M. D. How-
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
/ \RT, F. J. Counsolsor at Law and Solicitor at
1/ Chancery. Office. In Dr. Powers building.
West of River Street,
QHERBURNE, 9. W., Blendon, Mich., AttorneyO at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given ti foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Office In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bolks A Bros.
T^EN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
A Agent. Office In Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
River street.
TTISSCHER A., Attorney at Law, Notary Pub-
v 11c and Conveyancer. Kenyon’s building.
Corner of Eighth and River street.
Bikirlii.
TklNNEKANT, J.,' Proprietress of the Pioneer
JJ Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
this line served on call; Eighth street.
Bail&i u& Ixetafs.
River streets. 4 6
Books aid Station*?.
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
loots aid Skooi.
T7LFKRDINK W. A H. General dealers
£j in Boocs and Shoes; repairing neatly done*
River str et *
TTEROLD, B., Manufacturer of and dealer In
IX Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings, etc.;
glghth street.
/'tEE D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence, and
\J office on Eighth street, opposite Bakker A
Van Raalte.
Drugi nd ktdlciei.
A NNIS A BROEK, dealers in Drugs. Medicines,
l\. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumer-
ies, Paints and Oils, 4c. Eighth street.
T^OESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medl-
X/ clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Jtc. Phy-
sician’s prescriptions carefully put up; Eighth at.
Tli’EENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
A»1 Iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. Eighth street.
yAN PUTTEN, W*., Dealer In Drugs, Medl-
V clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dbn Beho's Family Medicines ; River St.
YI7AL8H HEB^R, Druggist * Pharmacist; a full
VV stock of goodsappertalning to the business
See advertisement. '
Ty Qcdt.
lyERTSCH, D. General dealer In Dry
1) Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River streets.
Srsumating.
T AUDER Misses., Fashionable Dressmakers.
Li Rooms opposite the Post Office. Eighth street.
furniture.
VfEYER H.,4C0., Dealers In all kinds of Fur-
ivl nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
T) EIDSEMA J. M., 4 SON, General Dealers In
IA Furniture 4 Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
Groeerlei.
T73LIET8TRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
JT ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.
rpE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store;
X a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
Guiral Dtaleri.
l‘\UURSEMA J. 4 CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
JL/ Groceries, Crockery, Glassware, Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.
ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
X Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
yAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
TTT ELTON 4 AKELY, General Dealers In Dry
T T Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Flour and Feed,
Provisions, etc. River street.
flour ni Veei.
Q LOOTER 4 HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and0 Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-staff, 4c., 4c. in
Slooter’s Brick Building.— See Advertisement.
Hardwire.
TTAVERKATE, G, J. First Ward Hardware
11 Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th
street.
yAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer In General Hard-V ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
yAN LANDEGEND 4 MELIS, Dealers inV Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
Hoteli.
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor.
i\. First-class accommodation. Free Buss to and
from the Trains. Eighth street.
/'1ITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindbuhout, Proprietor.
\J Builtinl878; Furnished inelegant style, and
aflrst-class hotel throughout.
PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor;1 opposite the C. 4 M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.
Llvtry ail Sale Statlei.
1>OONE 4 ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
JL> Office and barn on Market slreet. Everything
first-class.
VTTBBBLINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
1 1 Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Wagou&aksi aud Blacki&lthi.
rvIJKEMA 4 BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
IJ Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. River Slreet.
pLIEMAN, J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
F Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
ponp. Cash paid for Furs.
Merchant Tallori
TYOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
13 In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish-
ing Goods.
yORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchns-
&V cd elsewhere, will he ent to order. Renairlng
promptly attended to. River street.
Meat Marketi.
pUTKAl)w., New Moat Market, near corner
D Eighth and Fish Street A!! kinds of sau-
sages constantly on hand.
YT LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
IV Meats always on hand. Eighth street
TT’UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
yAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
v and Smoked Meats and Vegetables : paper
and twine; 8th street.
‘ Manufactcrln, Mflli, Bhoji, Ite.
TVEMING, W. H„ Manufacturer of Plows, By
L* Improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr.cei than any inrronndlug town. Plow
point* ground to order. 10th street west of River it.
TTEALp, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer In
LA Agricultural Implements: eomraisslonagenl
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th 6 River street.
PAUELS. VAN PUTTEN 4 CO., Proprietors1 of Ptugger Mills: ( Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) nearToot of 8tk street.
XTERBEEK, H. W.. A (X)., Proprietor! of theV Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Raplda prices.
\yiLM8 P. H., Manufacturer of Farm Pumps.
VY All kinds of wood turning aud tawing on
hand and dons to order. River street
VsUrr Puttici
11TALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
vV and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug
Store, 8th street.
Fkjilclan.
TYK9T, R. B., Surgeon and Physician. Office at
X) his residence. Overijsel, Mich.
A NNIS. T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
r\ 8. W. cor. Public Square.
T) ROEK A., Surgeon and Physician. Office over
L) their Drug store opp. Van Raalte’s «hne store,
where he can be found during the day and night.
T EDEBOER. B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
1j corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public square.
ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
iVl over K. Hkrold’s Boot and Shoo Store,
Eighth street.
QCHOUTEN, R. A. City Physician. Office at D.O R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
•fladdlsri.
Cutter’i Family in Oamp.
[Lizzie W. Champney in th* Independent. J
I asked myself to what this remarkable
social atmosphere was due. What influ-
ence it was that held a band of men, hun-
dreds of miles from the restraints of civil-
ized life, up to its highest requirements
of decorum and polite intercourse? How
was it that there was such perfect freedom
and safety for sweet-faced young girls,
with long goldeu braids or flying chestnut
curls, and souls as pure as their broad fore-
heads, in such surroundings? I found my
reply in Mrs. Custer. It was her presence
alone that made all this possible. She fol-
lowed the general through all his cam-
paigns, her constant aim being to makelit lir° for her husband and for his
Eighth street.
Sewing Machinal.
T/ ANTER8, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle-
l\ gan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing Ma-
chine.’’ Dealers in needles and attachments.
8Ut»i, Weed, Bark, Ztc.
FT" ANTER8. R., Dealer in Staves, Wood and
iv Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
Tobacco and Cigars.
rpE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer iu Tobacco,
1 Cigars, Snuil, Pipes, dtc. ; Eighth street.
W tehee nd Jewelry.
T OSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
* J and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Kenyon’s Block
River Street.
(9ut Rtarkctfi.
18
10 oo
12
25
9 00
40
60
Produce, Etc.
Apples, ^  bushel ................ $ (&
Beans, W bushel ................... 1 00 ©
Butter, tflh .................... @
Clover seed, ^  bushel ............. @
Eggs,# dozen ................... ft
Honey, $ lb ....................... @
Hay, # ton ........................ 8 00 (&
Unions. $ bushel ................ &
Potatoes, # bushel ............... ©
Timothy Seed, # bushel ........... ft
Wool, # lb ......................
Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ..................... $3 00
" “ green ................... 2 75
“ beach, ary ................... 2 25
“ *• green .................. 2 50
•Hemlock Bark ........... @5 *5
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. <&,10 00
Staves, Tierce, “ 12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 8 00© 3 50
Heading holla, hardwood ................... 4 50
Stave holts, softwood ....................... 2 50
Stave bolts, hardwood .................... 8 50
Railroad ties, ................................ 16
Grain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrected by the "Ptugger Millt.)
Wheat, white # bushel .......
DOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
L Agent, Notary Public aud ConveyaDcer; Col-
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
Corn, shelled # bushel.
Oats, $ bushel ........
Buckwheat, # bushel
Bran, $ ton ..........
Feed, fton ...........
“ #100 lb ....... .
Barley, # 100 lb.
Middling, # 100 tt>. ...
Flour, # 100 lb .......
Pearl Barley, # 100 ft.
1 00 © $ 1 05
60© 82
© 16 00
22 00
1 25
1 09
1 88
8 00
6 00 © 7 00
special
The Holland City Cornet Band hereby
inform the public jihat they are ready for
butiness— to play 'for all public or politi-
cal meetings— and that while their leader,
John A. Roost, continues to be too ill to
take charge in person, Mr. Antone Ticliy,
leader and director of the Germania Band
of Grand Rapids, will take the lead. For
engagements apply to Otto Breyman.
6. A. KONING, Sec'ij.
Errors of Youth.
A gentleman who sufl'ered for years
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
and all the effects of youthful indiscretion
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
send free to ail who need it, the recipe and
direction for making the simple remedy
by which lie was cured. Sutterers wish-
ing to profit by the advertiser’s experience
can do so by addressing in perfect confl-
JOHN B. OGDEN,
42 Cedar st., New York.
CARPETS! CARPETS!!
A good variety of handsome Carpets at
H. MEYER & CO.
F. & A. M.
A Rsottlar Communication of Unity Lodob,
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Maxonlc Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Sept.
27, at 7K o’clock,
Geo. Lauder, W. M.
J. O. Doksburo, 8k' y.
Children's Carriages.
Excelled by none in quality, finish or priceat H. MEYER & CO.
Feathers! Feathers!
Prime Live Geese Feathers at
H. MEYER AGO
For a new style of hat, the venr latest,
the preuiest hats, call at D. Bertscn’s Dry
Goods Store on the corner of River and
Eighth street.
Go to Pesslnks for a fine assortment of
Shad-ines.
L 0- Of 0. F-
Holland City Lodge, No. 1W, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, hold* It* regular meeting! at Odd
Fellow!' Hall, Holland Mich., on Taeaday Evening
of each week.
Vialting brother! ire cordially Invited.
R. A. ocuoutbn. N. G.
P. SCHBATISAHDI, R. 8.
command. Gen. Custer’s officers were re
markably attached to him; to a man they
revered and admired his wife. She was
with him not only in idleness of summer
camp-life, when the days passed in a dolce
far niente resembling a holiday picnic; but
in ruder aud more dangerous enterpilses
she was, as far os be would permit his
constant companion. In response to the
bugle-call “Boots aud saddles,” given at
auy time of the night, and announcing a
sudden mount and forced march, she need-
ed only five minutes for the completion of
her toilet. Eight minutes included the
luxury of a bath.
As I looked at this cultivated and re-
markable lady, so quiet and unassuming,
who
— "walked within a heated glare,
Her preaeuce making cooler air',
I did not wonder at the frankly-expressed
opinion of one of the general’s staff, a
gentleman whose high social opportunities
and education bad never conquered his
national brogue, and who was suspected
of exaggerating it, out of patriotic pride,
and preferred conversing with Mrs. Custer
to dancing attendance on the young giro,
and defended his preference thus:
“I don’t loike young leddies; they are
se thrilling and frivolous. I prefer the
society of merried women.”
Gen. Custer’s staff was a peculiar cos-
mopolitan one. It contained representa-
tives from many of the European nations.
Col. Cooke was the grandson of an En-
glish lord. He was a magnificently hand-
some man, though a trifle of an exquisite,
realizing the desciption of an English
officer given by the author or "Under two
Flags.” He was graceful in figure, with
most expressive dark eyes, a delicately
aqualine nose, and chestnut side whiskers
over a foot in length. In reference to hU
English nationality and his popularity as
u lady’s man, the colonel had received the
sobriquet of “The Queen’s Own,” an ap-
pellation to which he was in no way averse,
but always received with a grateful smile
Capl. DeRudlo was an Italian, with a com-
plicated political history full of plots and
intrigues, condemnation to death, and
hairbreadth escapes from French and
Italian despotism. His wife, a quiet En-
glish lady, interested us much; and it was
altogether delightful to hear him discant on
liberrte. ¥The country,” he would say, in
his delicious broken English “the country
is nothing. It is ze principle!” Col.
Keogh, of Irish birth, has served before
our war as one of the papal guards. Lieut.
Mathcy was a Frenchman. Taciturn Capt.
McIntosh, with the sad, expressive face
and the rare intelligence, had a dash of
Indian blood in his veins. The most rep-
resentative American was perhaps, Col.
Tom. Custer, in his buckskin suit, broad
brimed bat, and crimson neck-tie, with
long, fluttering ends— gallant Col. Tom,
who possessed more medals for rebel flags
taken in our late war than any man in his
department.
They were very fond of each other,
very, and had been engaged. But they
quarrelled, and were too proud to make it
up. He called a few days ago at her
fathers house— to see the old gentleman
on business, of course. She answered hia
ring at the door bell. Said be: "Ah,
Miss— , I believe; is your father within?"
“No, sir," she replied, “Pa is not in at
present. Did you wbth to see him person-
ally?”
“Yes, Miss,” was bis bluff response,
feeling that she was yielding, “on very
particular personal business.” And he
proudly turned to go away. “I beg your
pardon,” she called after him as he struck
the lower step, "bat who shall I say called*"
He never smiled again.
-
The sale in chancery of the Lansing
chair factory occurred last Saturday, at
Mason. It was sold to Latham Hall, of
Kalamazoo. The total indebtedness is
about $85,000. The property was esti-
mated to be worth about $40,000.
Only hit Habit.
The proprietor of a drug store hired a
new soda fountain hoy the other day, and
after the boy had been instructed how to
work the apparatus the proprietor added ;
“Now, you see this faucet up here? Well,
there is brandy behind that, and when u
man comes in and winks and says he’ll
take a little ho-hum in his you will know
that he m^ans brandy.”
Everything worked all right until about
noon. Several men dropped in, said “Ho-
hum,” got their brandy and soda, and the
boy saw no cloud on the horizon. At noon
the brandy-bottle was empty, the drug
store man at his dinner, and it did not do
any good to “Ho-hum” around that foun-
tain. Along came a man, and as ha stood
before the fountain, waiting his turn, he
winked at the boy. He had a habit of
winking his left eye, and he winked at the
fountain as much as he did at the boy.
The lad, however, called out; "Haven’t
any brandy left— have to take syrup!”
The man was a good man. He winked
again in his amazement, and the boy re-
plied: “Dinn’t I tell you we hadn’t any
brandy left? D’ye s pose I’d lie about it?”
“My— my son— you— you shouldn’t—
shouldn’t— ’’stammered the good man, as
all looked at him, and lo! in his embarras-
ment he w inked again.
“Can I make brandy out of sarsaprilla
an4 pineapple syrup?’ yelled the boy. "I
tell you you’ve got to take plain soda till
the boss comes back!”
“I— I didn’t want any brandy,” gasped
the man.
“Well, we don’t keep anything stronger
in the fountain, and 1 couldn’t tell whisky
from arnica if I was to look on theshelves!"
growled the boy. “You’ll find what you
want in the saloon around the corner.”
The winker winked all around the
crowd, tried to explain his position, and
then hustled out and boarded a street car.
One of Max Adder's characters enters
a lawyer’s office, and says: “I called in,
Judge, to get your opiuion about a little
point of law. S’posln’ you lived next door
to a man named Johnson. And s’posin’
you was to say to Johnson that a splendid
illustration of the superiority of the human
intellect was to be found in the power of
the human eye to restrain the ferocity of a
wild animal. And s’posin ' Johnson was
to remark that that was all bosh, and you
should declare that you could hold the
savagest beast that was ever bom If you
could once fix your gaze on him. Well,
then s’posln’ Johnson was to say he’d bet
a hundred dollars he could (bring a tamo
animal that you couldn’t hold with your
eye, and you was to take him up on it,
and Johnson was to ask you to come down
to his place to settle the bet, You’d go,
we’ll say, and Johnson’d introduce a dog
bigger’n four decent dogs ought to be, and
sick him on you, and he’d come at you
like a sixteen-inch shell out of a howitzer,
and you’d get skeery about it and try to
hold the dog with your eye and couldn't.
And s’posin’ you’d suddenly conclude
that maybe your kind of an eye wasn’t
calculated to hold that kind of a dog, and
you’d conclude to break for a plum tree.
You ketch my idea. Very well, then.
Well, sir, s’posin' just as you had got three
feet up the tree Johnson’s dog would grab
you by the leg and hold on like a vise,
shaking you until you nearly lost your
hold. And s’posln Johnson was to stand
there and holler. ‘Fix your eye on him,
Briggs!’ and so on; and s’posin’ he kept
that dog oh that leg until he mode you
swear to pay that bet, and then at last had
to pry the dog off with a hot poker. 8'po-
sin’ this, what I want to know is, couldn’t
you sue Johnson for damages?”
“Don’t forget to say ‘good-morning,”
remarks some kindly adviser to the young
folks. “Say It to your parents, to your
sisters, your school-mates, your teachers,
—and say it cheerfully and with a smile;
it will do yon good and do your friends
good. There is a kind of inspiration in
every ‘good-morning’ heartily and smil-
ingly spoken that helps to make hope
fresher and work lighter. It seems, reali.y
seems, to make the morning good, and to
be a prophecy of a good day to come after
it.”
In Spain the heat has been so great this
summer that the thermometer rose to 166
degrees in the sun at Cadiz. Tallow can-
dles melted and became oanleis at night,
hundreds of people dropped dead in the
streets, and field laborers refused to work
in the scorching sun. Owing to the recent
disbandment of 200,000 soldiers, the labor
market was so glutted that many workmen
f could only obtain about fifteen cents daily
for twelve hours' work,
I * i | niense columns of soldien thrown into their
HOLUSDCirr,
A
THE Mm CONDENSED.
THK HAST.
A raioHTFUL collision occurred the other day
on the Lehigh Veliev railroad, near Wilkes-
Unto, Pa. ( A large train Of etyty passenger
can going north, en route for the Erie railroad,
for the purpose of bringing an excursion to
Philadelphia, collided with a down freight
train, demolishing both locomotives and piling
the freight esn on the top of one another.
At the same moment a rear section of the pas
_ _ t t tribes for the most part wou d.
toAN. i“r^ra^“a°^ ^
Crook ippears to be convinced now that a con-
siderab e part Ol Sitting Bull's forces have gok
aff to the north beyond reach, while another
that would end only with the utter dismember-
ment of the empire,
A CoNmxriNorL* dispatch says fifteen
____ _ __ ___ Turkiah officers, who are implicated in the
He appeared- Bulgarian atrocities, have been seijl there un-
der guard. They ar^ttie 1
vesiBey’e _____________
deecribably horrible, and that the report will
be suppressed. . . . Serioos riots are reported in
Amsterdam^ caused by the Government sup-
pressing a fair. . . .Internal troubles are again
imminent in Spain. This time it is in the
plete,
but, fortunately, unattended with loss of life.
The various banknote companies in the
East are making desperate efforts to retain the
printing of internal revenae stamps, which
the IVeasury Department has decided to have
done at the Printing Bureau.
The Philadelphia Centennial buildings were
seriously injured, a few days |go, by a violent
wind and rain storm that swept over the city,
A portion of the roofs of the Main Exhibition
building and Machinery Hall were blown away,
and injury was done to many exhibits . . . .They
had a Centennial celebration in New York city
on the 16tb Inst, which was the hundredth an-
niversary of the battle of Harlem Plains. The
celebration wee participated in by the famous
Seventh Regiment and other military organiza-
tions. The oration was delivered by a grand-
son of John Jay, of Revolutionary fame. Many
distinguished citizens of other States were
present
Twenty- five or thirty fishing-boats were
caught in a gale off Erie, Pa., a few days ago,
and a number of them wrecked. Nine or ten
of the unfortunate fishermer. lost their lives.
...Edmund Stoner Janes, a Biahop of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in America, died
a few days ago in New York city, which has
been his place of residence for many year§.
He was born in Sheftield, Mass., 1807, and at
the age of 23 became connected with the Phila.
delphia Conference as a minister. Ten years
later he was appointed Financial Secretary of
the American Bible Society, and in 1844 was
elected Bishop. He was a man of large ability,
and his life was one of earnest labor and dis-
tinguished usefulness in the denomination.
THE WEST.
During the progress of a game of ball near
Eufanla, Kan., the other day, a colored man
from the Choctaw nation was creating some
cturbance on the groan d, and the captain of
he Creek light home attempted to quiet him.
He drew a revolver, and the officer, in the
struggle to disarm him, struck him over the
head with a pistol, which was discharged, the
ball striking Crawford Thomas in the nose and
passing through his head, killing him instantly.
The officer then shot the colored man dead for
continued resistance. . . .Hon. John Purdue, a
wealthy dtizen of Lafayette, Ind., and the
founder of Purdue University, died last week
aged 74. * ^
The Government is about to take stope to re-
cover at least a portion of the money of which
the revenue was defrauded. The District At-
torney at Chicago has entered suit against Ja-
i0,bJ«fedc!£an,din8 judgment in the sum of
21,000.000. Similar suits against other mem-
bers of the ring, it is said, will follow.
Chicago elevators as per official figures con-
tain 1,101,283 bushels of wheat, 1,281.890
bushels of corn, 278,579 bushels of oats, 96,966
bushels of rye, and 871,865 bushels of barley,
making a grand total of 3,130,583 bushels,
against 1,914,467 bushels at this period last
year.
A telegram from Bismarck saya a complete
enroUment of Indians at Standing Rock Agency
shows only 450 lodgea-a total of 4,000 Indians.
Rations have, heretofore, been issued on the
basis of 7,000, from which it would appear that
nearly 3,000 are absent or else a large amount
of stealing has been done. Indians are known
* uJx ^ etQr?ed fro“ the hostiles, but so
stealthily that they could not be caught, and an
attempt to disarm hostiles has, therefore,
proved abortive. Gross, Chief of the Blackfeot
was lately arrested for harboring and supply!
ing hostiles. The Indiana threatened rescue,
but the gamson was too well prepared to resist,
and so the attempt was not made.
The first section of thirty miles of the Cov-
ington, Columbus and Black Hills railroad lias
been completed and opened to traffic to Ponca,
Neb. The road is three and one-half foot
gauge, was projected, built and equipped to the
present terminus since the first of March this
U ltve al1 o # tin
division will be found whece Terry’s ooBUttand
on the Yellowstone may readily strike them.
••vA Chey*nn® dispatch aays "the Wheeler
brothora, who have been working their famonaiS Basque provinces, wher^e~gmtesrdiVsatiik
over 1300,000-1,900 pounds of dost"
The small end of Crook’s campaign against
the hostile Sioux has been reached. His re-
turning column arrived at Custer City on the
•{Jtoptembe* greatly to the delight of the
Buck Hills people, who had begun to feel the
need of military society. There will bo no
more expeditions this year in search of Indiana
hundreeb of miles away.... Two of Sitting
Bull s Generals, with 150 of their people, bucks,
equews, and papooses, and 100 horses, have
surrendered to the commanding officers at
Standing Rock Agency. Thirty of the men
were engaged in the Custer massacre.
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
A Battle Cheek coin collector has 1,297 old
coins.
It Ja said that a Kalamazoo lady wears a dress
trimmod with 7fi0 buttons. - , ---- r ... .......
T'r"13'* «•' ^ to” 0‘S « ilTife
year, and is the first link of the projected route
m the Black Hills and the Nation al Park to
Portland, Oregon. Arrangements have been
made to compete 150 miles this year, and
reachthe Black Hills in 1877. . . .Adia^tchfrom
: “Gen. Crook’s command
£ft Hart river, Dakota, on the 7th of Septem-
ber for the BUck Hills. Gen. Crook 1ms orders
to bring his entire command to this post as
quickly as possible. Gen. Sheridan will meet
tom here, and reorganize for another campaign.
They will have had nearly two mouths’ coustart
marching. Besides the great distance from
THE SOUTH.
Ex-Gov. Henry A. Wise, of Virginia, died
last week at his residence in Richmond, after a
protracted illnees.
The yellow fever has become seriously epi-
demic in Savannah, Ga., the deaths numbering
from 18 to 25 per diem. There is said to be
much suffering among the poor people, white
and black.
WASHINGTON.
The thirty-fourth call for the redemption of
5-20 bonds of 1865, May and November, has
just been issued from the Treasury Depart-
ment. The call is for $10,000,000, as follows :
Coupon bonds -$5, from No. 601 to No. 650,
both inclusive ; $100, from No. 2,501 to 8,600,
^)tLi^clR8i,V0i f600' ,rom No- W to No.
15,000, both inclusive ; $1,000, from No. 26.001
5° No. 35,950. both inclusive ; total coupons,
$7,000, OOO. Registered bonds-* 100, from No.
65 to No. 1,100, both inclusive ; $500, from No.
1,051 to No. 1,400. both inclusive ; $1,000, from
No. 1,801 to No. 3,700, both inclusive; $500,
from No. 1,551 to No. 2.300, both inclusive :
$10,000, from No. 2,101 to No. 3.100, both inclu-
sive; total registered, $3,000,000; aggregate.
$10,000,000. The principal and accrued inter-
est on these bonds will be paid Dec. 12. after
which date interest will cease.
Congressman Walker, of Virginia, has pur-
hased Gen. Belknap’s residence for $30,000
....'Hie work of withdrawing the 5 and 6 per
cent, bonds deposited by national banks to se-
cure circulation still continues. ... It is certain
that negotiations are pending for a new treaty
with Great Britain which will be obieflv devoted
to extradition. It is understood that the
initial steps have been token by Great Britain,
it is safe to say that in any new treaty which
may be submitted, Great Britain will be bound
to place the United States officials upon the
same footing with her own. This has not been
the case under the treaty which is now aban-
doned.
Since the passage of the act authorizing the
redemption of the fractional corrency in sub-
sidiary coins there has been issued in silver
coins $18,285,885. Of this amount there was
issued to redeem fractional currency $10,910 -
242. and in exchange for legal-tender notes and
checks, $7,375,643. The amount issued at
Ctocinnati was $1,356,871 ; at Chicago, $1,552,-
738 ; at St. Louis, $884,559. ^  ^
GENERAL.
The proposed scheme to form a telegraph
line between New York and Paris has fallen
through, failing to receive the necessary sub-
scriptions — The International rifle match at
Creedmoor has resulted in a substantial victory
for the American team, which won by 22 in a
score of 3’ 126 points. The second prize is
awarded to the Irish team, which made 3 104
The result gives satisfaction to all the par!
ties interested, except the delegation from
the land of the thistle, who protested
agamst the Americans enlisting the services
of Gildereleeve and Bodine at the last mo-
ment
old laws, ‘'ftierts,” by the Cortes.
Russia is endeavoring to induce the Bul-
garians to emigrate to the Crimea, where the
population is decreasing on acoount of the ex-
tirpation of Mnsselmen Tartars, who get settle-
ments in the Greek provinoea of Turkey. ,
The London Times ef Bept 16, in an article
on Turkey’s baafe of peace, declares that Eu-
rope cannot permit Turkey to occupy the
Servian fortresses, which she held until 1857.
The Enrqpean powers will be the best judges
an to what military force Prince Milan should
maintain after they complete their plans. For
the sake of peace the Porte should waive the
empty form of Prince Milan doing homage to
the Sultan. The only safe condition of those
proposed by Turkey is the construction of a
railway across Benda.... A Vienna telegram
asserts that Germany will not move in idd of
Rossia’s demands upon Turkey, and in the
event of a war will remain absolutely neutral.
The terms on which Turkey expreeses her
willingness to negotiate a peace withBervia
include the payment of a large war indemnity,
or, in lien thereof, an increased annual tribute-
the reoccupation of the fortresses held by the’
Porte previous to 1857; the destruction of those
built by the Servians since that year; the in-
vestiture of Prince Milan at Constantinople;
the redaction of the Servian srmy to 10,000
men and three hattories of artillery; and the
construction of a railway across the Servian
principality.
An immense meeting on the Eastern ques-
tion, at which the Lord Mayor presided, was
held in London on the 19th of September. An
address to the Queen was voted deploring the
outrages of the Turks, and praying England no
longer to support Turkey from considerations
of political expediency. An amendment ex-
pressing confidence in the Government
was rejected bv an overwhelming majoritv.
A motion in favor of the immediate con-
vocation of Parliament was carried....
Turkey has ordered a cessation of hostilities
for ten days
inuis, ana were obliged to find grass
“the,I,»dian« burned the grass
after them. The fact that the grass was burned
is sufficient cause of failure to overtake the
nSgtoV ^  hRV° had hard^“d
Adv!ce8 from the West give particulars of a
sharp fight between Gen. Crook’s troops and a
section of Sitting Bull's band. On the 8th of
September a small detachment, which was en
route (| to the Black Hill., struck an Indian
ions. Ole stages dashed out of their teX
at the flmt charge, and escaped to the
were quickly rallied and reinforced, aud turnod
uptm the attacking pasty. The latter- prudently
sent at once for support from the main bod/i
strong force appeared on the scene and res-
cued Hie little band, wJdob was commanded bv
Col. Ides, from a position that might havi
beeo.critiaal. The Sioux fought o&tlnSlu of; Crook, but
they Buffered Tjeavily ana were eventually dis-
persed.- Among the spoil' captured from them
were articles that had belonged to OuaterV
men, eo that there j^po doubt that this party
lyere concerned In ,tbe, massacre.. A largo
ntifaiber of Ravages were killed. Our troops
lost two killed and several mounded. Twenty-
meje captured. Ije famous chief American
SxiMoSfS'
WMk* ‘"N*' H«!
John Walter, the proprietor of the London
Times, and inventor of the Walter press,
is on a visit to this country.
The market reports from New York city an-
nounce a nearly unprecedented activity in the
dry goods trade, from which a very hopeful
horoscope of the future business prospects of
the country is cast. . . .The National Agricultu-
ral Congress held its annual session in Phila-
delphia last week. A number of interesting
papers upon agricultural and industrial topics
were read. The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: Preeident, William C.
Flagg, Illinois; Secretary. Horace J. Smith,
1 ennsylvama ; Treasurer, Ezra Whitman, Bal-
timore, and a long list of Vice Presidents.
Chicago was selected as the place for the next
meetmg.
POLITICAL.
The Greenbackere of Ohio met in State Con-
vention at Columbus last week, and, after dis-
cussing the matter, decided not to put a State
,in thS field- Gen. Sam Cary was
present, and spoke earnestly against a
State ticket, claiming that as manv of the
promment greenback men of the State bad
State Democratic Con-
vent on of Ohio, which adopted a greenback
plank in the platform, it would be unwise to go
back on that platform. . . .The Delaware Demo-
crats have nomifiated James Williams for re-
jection to Congress.... The Independent
Greenback party of Gonneoticut tiave nomi-
nated the following state ticket: For
Governor, Charles Atwater; Lieutenant Gov-
ernor,, Francw Gillette; Secretary of State.
Lncien M Pinney; Treasurer, Loren T. Judd:
Comptroller, John A. Peck. John P. Philips
and Henry 8. Prtttt were chosen Electors-at-
•SST wJm * Saiftagists of Massachu-
setts held a State Convention at Boston Iasi
week, and nominated John J. Baker for Gov-ernor. • . *
The New York Democratic State Convention
Killed by Cannibals.
TEe schooner Dancing Wave arrived
at Sydney from the Solomon Group,
July 4, with the news of a massacre that
had been perpetrated by the South Sea
natives, Capt. Harrison and all hands,
excepting one on board the Dancing
Wave, having been murdered. On the
22d of April last the Dancing Wave
called at Florida Island to obtain native
labor for Somerset. Natives were en-
gaged and brought on board, and there
were also others who had received toma-
hawks and other articles from the Cap-
tain in barter. Without warning, the
natives rose upon the <?rew, attacking
them with tomahawks, Capt. Harrison
was almost instantly killed, together with
some of his crew, while the chief officer
and steward, after being wounded, reach-
ed the cabin, where they shot them-
selves. A seaman named Broad (or
Board) jumped overboard and got to
Sayan, forty miles off, in a boat, when
the vessel was recovered by the crew of
the bark Sydney, and it was then found
that the natives had plundered her. It
is said that the natives took two heads
and one body ashore. Broad, before
escaping, shot several of his assailants,
and several natives from another island,
engaged on board, were also killed.
Subsequent to the receipt of this in-
telligence Commodore Hoskins received
a communication from Consul Layard,
at Noumea, dated June 17, to the effect
that he had just heard from Capt. Lind,
oinier of the Laura Lind, that he fell in
with the Rev. Mr. Inglis, in the mission-
ary vessel Dayspring, who reported that
an English vessel from Queensland had
run ashore at Tauna, at a place called
Vagoos; that the crow fired at the
natives, who attached them in return,
burned the vessel, them killed and ate
the crew. Capt Lind had been in Port
Resolution, and he says that all the
natives who oame in agreed as to the
destruction of the vessel aud her crew.
—Melbourne {Australia) Argus.
living in Bay City.
Okkmos, a son of tbs locally renowned Pot-
tawattamie Indian chief of the same name, re-
side* near Farwell, Clare county.
The Manistee Tima* saya that John Dunkey
melded, by hand; 8,0dl brick in five hours, the
off-bearers being George Stubbs and George
The Western Union Telegraph Company have
been putting up new telegraph poles along the
route of the Michigan Central railroad, and
are taking down the old poles on both aides of
the road, aud putting all of the lines on the
new polos, ’-i-
A Saginaw City jury, being unable to agree
while thi/ety, climbed out throngh the window
and “liquored up’’ to the agreeh.g point at a
neighboring saloon, and wera discovered by
the Sheriff just as they were climbing back in
again. For some reason the Justice, refused
their verdict and entered a new trial i t
Dubino the month of August there were
forty homeatead entries at the Traverse City
United States Land Oftjce, covering 5,046
acres; nineteen fiual proofs, covering 2,800
acres ; fifteen homestead declarations, covering
2,400 acres ; cash entries to the amount of
$440.96, covering 30 49-100 acres.
J. J. Maynard, a prominent citizen and
business man of Portland, was killed one day
last week by being struck by a locomotive. He
lived only about two hours after being struck.
The deceased leaves a wife and two children.
No blame Is attached to the employes of the
company.
Thorabur Stephenson, an Icelander, lives at
Muskegon, and exhibits a family record cover-
ing a period of 1,000 years. Throughout the
record appear the names of many of the aa-
cient sages of Norway, Sweden and Iceland ;
and the dates and incidents correspond with
the printed histories of those countries.
The Michigan Conference of the Free Methc-
dist Church has been divided, and that portion
of the territory lying north of the base line of
tho State will compose a new conferenoe, to be
known as the North Michigan Conference.
The new conference will be composed of some
thirty traveling preachers and an equal num-
ber of lay delegation, embraced in the territory
at present known as the Grand Rapids and Flint
districts.
Chapman was convicted on the charge of re-
ceiving stolen Maperty.-,. Chapman was the
ringleader of a gang of cattle thieves that in-
fested Bay oounte abont three years ago. He
waa arresUJ, admitted to bail and fled to
The Republicans of South Carolina ;havo
nominate Gov. Chamberlain for re-election.
Ofhcial returns of the Maine election from
the whole State except one town and six plan-
tations give the total vote of 135,961; Conner,
75,710; Talbot, 60.251;*»ttertofc, &29j Conner’s
majority over Talbot, 15,450. * ' l
FOREIGN.
v T^Londoa Time^-Ui reviewing tho idtua-
^YPbeenroe.Mtet the effect
SiPKSffi
tion to bring down upon TurkoyiMrotnbutiQn
Result of European Harvests.
Returns show a preponderating de-
crease in wheat and rye, the two cereals
which cojne chiefiy in competition with
our own grain, and the results on which
alone, therefore, we have presented. In
the most important countries, however,
—France, Central and Sonthem Russia
and Austro-Hungary— there is an aver-
age crop ; but the increase in the cen-
tral and southern provinces of Russia is
set off by an ainost total failure of wheat
in the northern section. The most con-
spicupua .decrease is shown in the case
of Pnisrift and other German States, the
falling off applying alike to wheat and
rye. As a rule, the failure appears to
have occurred ifiTiountries lying to the
north of the -fiftieth parallel of latitude,
while everything south of that line comes
up to an average standard. We cannot
but express a slight suspicion that these
returns are, in some degree, affected
with that _ unconscious disposition that
timate, ---- > The
bearing of the percentages upon the total
yield, 'At the most recent dates, is as
follows : , v
! i- r>f{ } Populor
Norw»v.A.:r/ . \ 'fe“ 'f'fcoo
Jmrii.a.UJ.lf. 4,196,110 10,070,66 1 24 64JUOO
Denmark .......... .128,853
7»
RolUnd ....... kj..!). ’- au.OTF
Franoa. , k, 417,186,607 ,
Austria ............ 2,301,411
Hungary ...... .... 4,986,019
—New York BtflUtin.
661,607 1,784,000
146' 1,788 4,863.000
100, MI 1,818,000
487,678 8,787,000
4,730,378 83,103, 0M
4,998,260 30,420,0m
67,269 15,800,100
A body of Sioux Indians, under the
guidance of Oaptr MacDonald, have
been doing iLOnfloifc .1 They admired
Mme. Tussaud’s wax works more than
the House ^ f Parliament or the Bank of
England. Some of file ancient weapons
in the British Museum attracted their
attention.
Early on Sunday morning fire was discovered
in an i os-house at Kalamazoo, owned by Root
Bros., and occnpied by E. H. Davis, who bad
200 tons of ice in the building. It was the work
of an incendiary. As the only other ice-house
ran short last week, all the ice for the city must
come from Laporte, Ind., now. Loss on build-
ing $400 ; insured for $300. Damage to ice by
melting heavy ; insured for $3,000.
The Northwstern Lumberman says “that
after ciphering ont the ‘standards,’- and
‘pounds, ahillings and pence,’ it appears that
the first, quality of deals now being cut in Mich-
igan. and sold for from $22 to $28 per thou-
sand, bring in Glasgow, Scotland, whatiaequiv-
alent to $55, American coin. This would seem
to leave a nice margin for the buyer, after de-
ducting the freight"
The body of Willie Sellers, the littie 9ryear
old colored boy who committed suicide by
drowning himself in the Kalamazoo river at
Battle Creek about two weeks ago, has been
found. Willie’s mother had threatened to
punish him for some misdemeanor which he
committed. While she was out procuring a
switch be ran toward the river and said he was
going to drown himself. The case has excited
considerable interest at Battle Creek.
A special from Fetoskey says Capt. Andrew
Roddy, of the schooner Siely Brothers, near
Beaver Island, was fatally stabbed in the
stomach Monday last by a rough named Bar-
ney O’Donnell. The latter was abusing an old
man unjustly when Roddy interfered, with the
above result. Ho was taken to Charlevoix for
medical aid, which was inhumanly refused, and
he was brought to Fetoskey. He is now
lying at the point of death.
Sojourner Truth writes to the Battle Creek
ournal contradicting tho periodic nopoe of
er death, and adds : “I expect to go to Chi-
cago this week, and from there to the Centen-
nial. I am lame yet, but Dr. Gitteau has got
me so smart that he says ho can riak my going
anywhere. Nobody but a horso doctor could
help mo. He has doctored mo for a year, and
saya he can risk my going, and I have been ont
and tried it, and foel able to go anywhere.”
“One Who Knows,’’ writes as follows from
Marquette to a Chicago paper : “ I want to tell
you where there is a big fraud. There is a
gang of three-card monte and confidence men
operating hero, and at the Sault Ste. Marie.
They fleece passengers of the boats and all
strangers, and boldly assert that they have
bought up tjie Government officials that ought
to protect the Innocent. This is no new thing,
but has been carried on for some time. Please
expose the rascals."
Oh Saturday last, says the Hancock Journal,
an |Indian named Samuel Shauvanass, while
walking on the Quincy tramway, was run over
by two loiried cam and instantly killed. This
adds another to the list of fatal accidants that
have occurred at the Quincy, either iijder
ground or on surface, during the past five
months - seven human beings having, since
March last, been hurled into eternity either by
their own carelessness or by somebody ^ e’sblander. >
Hebe is the criticism of an East Saginaw
editor upon the performance of the Georgia
minstrels: “The banjo is made to talk and the
bones rattle music that enraptures the soul find
draws from the audience outbursts of applause.
We have no words to do the eubjert Justice,
and When a work of art has equaled the nuf^ty
of nature in the production of Niagara we’ll
then begin to think there is some show of this
highest grade of minstrelsy, nature’s own dis-
play, securing a fair deecription.’V r >< i
In the Ray Circuit Court last Week Joseph
arrived on Amsifitn soil at Suspension bridge
was arrested by Bay City officers and brought
back for trial. His comrades have all been ar-
rested and punished.
A correspondent of the Detroit Free Press
call# upon the authorities to prevent cruelty to
animals, and punish offenders in that city.
He says: “ In connection with tho cattle mar-
kets of this city there are yards for milch cows,
and for years the shameful practice has been
tolerated of, blowing sellers to offer coW# upon
the market that have not been milked in thirty-
six to forty-eight hour#, to give them the
appearance of good milkers. The calves by
their sides are either muzzled or tied out of
reach, and to any one with a spark of humani-
ty about them the sight is pitiable. Tlifc Udder
becomes so swollen and inflamed as to be a
constant torture, while the chorus kept up be-
tween the calf and suffering dam is enough to
drive a man out of the yards."
In Detroit, recently, Thomas H. Ewens, a
young man who resided with his mother in
Pittsburgh, met with a singular death. It is
said that he was passing along with some
friends, when the sidewalk gave wav, precipi-
tating him down a distance of eight feet. He
aroee with a slight scraten on tho wrist, but
laughingly dismissed the subject and con-
tinued the walk with his friends till bedtime,
when he retired. Next morning he was found
dead in his bed. As the wound on the wrist
was not considered sufficient to cause death,
an investigation was made, and it waa found
that an artery in the throat had been ruptured
in such a manner that when he was in an up
right position no serious consequences ro
suited, but while lying in bed he bled ro death.
Such a fatality la considered a remarkable cir-
cumstance by the medical profession.
At Battle Creek, ou the I3th of last Februa-
ry, John Miller’s clothing stare was burglarized,
and <200 or $300. Worth of clothing stolen.
Tom Betts and Charles Deboult, alias ••Slim
Jim," were convicted of the crime, and are now
serving a term of years in State prison. One
of the burglars, George North, eluded the offi-
cers and made good his escape, and was never
arrested. The other day a man came into Miller’s
clothing store with a new pair of pants, and
wanted to see if he could get a vest to match.
Miller recognized the pants as among the num-
ber stolen at the time of his robbery, and
marked with his price-mark in his own hand-
writing. The man, who waa a stranger, said
that lie bought the pants in Chicago, and gav
the name and address of the firm. Miller
rpoposes to visit Chicago and find out how
they came in possession of the pants.
Detroit Prices Current.
Wheat, white, per bu .............. ( 1 06 (£1 H
Wheat, amber, per bu .......... i 04 (<i I 08
Corn, per bu ...................... go $ 54
Oats, per bu ...................... 38 ^  4U
Barley, per 100 lbs ................ no ($ i 60
Rye, per bu ....................... 50 ,4 eg
Apples, per brl ..... 100 <4 110
Beans, unpicked, per bu ........... CO «* 65
Beans, picked, per bu.. , ....... 1 00 <4 1 05
Butter, per lb .................... 19 22
Beeswax, per lb ................... 28 30
Dried apples, per lb ............... 7
Dressed hogs, per 100 lbs .......... 7 50 ,4 8 00
Eggs, per doz ..................... ig
Hops, per lb ...................... 5
Hay, timothy, per ton ............. 8 00
Hay, mixed, per ton .............. 7 (X)
Hay, marsh, per ton .............. 5 00
Straw, per ton ................... 700
Potatoes, per du .................. 75
Honey, comb, per lb ............... ]c
Chickens, per pair ................ 35
Chickens, dressed, per lb .......... 10
Turkeys, live, per lb ............... 10
Tallow, per lb ..................... 7
Hides, per lb ...................... 5
Pelts, each ...................... so
Wool, unwashed, per lb ......... Is
Wool, fleece, washed, per lb ....... 28
Wool, combing .................... 3;j
Wood, soft, per cord .............. 3 00
Wood, beech and maple, per cord. 4 75 <4 5 00
Wood, hickory, per cord .......... 5 75 14 6 00
<4 17
(4 15
@10 <0
@ 8 00
<4 6 00
(4 8 00
(4 80
l* 18
<4. 50
(4 11@ 11
<4 7i,
ut c
(l(, 1 25
<4 21
<4 30
<4 35
<4 4 00
The Newest Horse Malady.
A new horse disease has made its ap-
pearance in some parts of Canada, re-
sembling the epizootic 1872. The
symptoms are swelling of the legs, slight;
running at the nostrils, swelling of tho
eyelids, and pinkish coloring of the
eyes.— Toronto Globe.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
HkEVEB ............................ g 00 @10 75
Hooa...... ...... ... ................ 6 bo @ 7 50
Cotton ...... ................. , llfetd 11L'
Flour— Superfine Western ........ 4 00 <4 4 55
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............ 1 10 ot 1 12
Corn— Western Mixed ............. 57 <4 58
Oats— No. 2 Chicago .............. 34 47v<
Rye— Western ..................... 70 4 , 75
Pork— New Mess ............ ..... jc 75 <417 00
Lard— Steam ...................... 10 k <4 10 J*CHICAGO. . .
BzxvEs-Cboico Graded Steers.... 4 85 (4 p/15
Choice Native#.., ........ 4 35 <g 4 G5
Cows and Heifers. ....... 2 75 id 3 75
Good Second-class Steers. 3 80 (4 4 30
Medium to Fair .......... 3 50 (4 | #0
Hogs— Live ........................ 5 25 14 6 40
Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 50 7 60
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00 (4 5 75
Wheat— No. 2 Spring, New., ....... 1 04^(4 1 04^
No. 9 Spring......: ....... 95 <4 90
Corn— No. 2. .I,; ..... ..... .  <& 441,,
Oats— No. 2........ ................ 32^(4 83V
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 65 ^ C5}*
Barley— No. 2, New ............... 78 . ,78^
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@107%A 45
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(4 00
<4 86
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9
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THE PRESIDENT INTERVIEWED.
Bis Views of the .Campaign —Contemplated
Trip Abroad — He Will Settle Down in
Washington on His Return— Why Jewell
Whs Removed.
f Froman interview In Uie Nj^orkHeaUU
TheTresident^vho wa« oimj pylza
listeoiug to Ihe music of the wJKal.
waves, here called me to join him, and
an easy, chatty conversation ensued,! of
which ! will only give such portions as
are of a public character.
Correspondent— What do you think
of the result in Vermont, Mr. Presi-
dent ?
The President — I think it's satisfac-
tcrv.
Correspondent— “Satisfactory” is not
a very enthusiastic word, so that the
Democrats may still take heart.
The President (after a pause)— If we
carry Ohio and Indiana next month,
then I think the Democrats have not
the ghost of a chance to carry the coun-
try in November.
Correspondent — But how if the Demo-
crats carry Ohio and Indiana in Octo-
ber?
The President— Then, I take it, Til-
den is as good as elected. But I do not
think that their carrying Ohio is at all
probable.
Correspondent — How if the Republi-
cans carry Ohio and the Democrats In-
diana — what is the lookout then ?
The President (after cogitating a while)
—Then the chances are pretty even for
both parties.
Correspondent— You are going to
make a trip around the world after you
get out of office, Mr. President, are you
not?
The President— I shall go to Europe,
but I shall have no set programme and
just where I like. WTien I go to a
place I shall stay there just as long as I
like, and take my time leisurely.
Correspondent— Yon will bo very
handsomely received, Mr. President.
The President— I shall be very glad
to travel quietly.
This the President said with a depre-
catory manner, as though he wanted
already to waive off the Lord Mayor’s
address, the freedom of cities and other
botherations of the distinguished travel-
er, and go about in true Dorn Pedro
style.
Correspondent— I suppose you have a
great desire to go abroad?
The President— The desire is not so
great as it has been in years gone by.
I have never been abroad.
Correspondent— And after you have
finished your travels abroad where do
you intend to settle in this country?
[ The President— If I had my free choice
I suppose I would say in Washington.
I have lived longer in Washington, and
been more identified with it, man with
any other city. I have lived there since
18G5 — eleven years. (In a tone of medi-
tation.) In 1868 I gave up a position
for life for the Presidency.]
The tone and manner in which this
was said left no room for doubt that the
comparative advantages of a brief tenure
of the Presidential office, and of a life
occupancy of the Generalship of the
army have been seriously pondered by
the President of late.
Correspondent— It has been stated in
some quarters that you would settle in
New York, and in others that you would
make Galena your home?
The President— I have never felt iden-
tified with Galena— I only lived there a
a year. As to New York, my means
would not allow me to live there, even if
I preferred it
Correspondent— Is not Washington,
in your experience, at least as expensive
as New York, Mr. President?
The President— Oh, no ! The rent of
a first-rate house in New York, in the
best locality, would be as much as I
could live for in Washington. In Wash-
ington the only item of great expensive-
ness consists of entertainments, and
these a man can limit according to his
means and pleasure. I suppose I shall
settle in Washington. I feel at home
there. I feel more identified with it
than any other city.
Correspondent— Mr. President, I have
never yet seen in any paper a satisfac-
tory explanation of Gov. Jewell’s remo-
val.
The President (laughing and twinkling
at me out of the corners of his shrewd
eyes)— There are a great many things of
which no exact explanation could be
given. I don’t know that I could give
precisely an explanation of his removal.
(Off-handedly.) You select a Cabinet.
Well, after a while yon And that you do
not like a member’s way of doing busi-
ness; why should you not get rid of
him ? Not that he does anything wrong,
but simply that you don’t like his way
of doing tin business intrusted to him;
that’s all. (Laughing still mor* and
twinkling still more sharply out of the
comers of his deep eyes ip a persuasive
tone.) I got very tired of Mr. Jewell
generally at the Cabinet meetings. I
have nothing in the world against Gov.
Jewell, but I got very tired of him.
That’s all.
Correspondent — Did yon see that re-
cent skit in a New York paper saying
that if you strip Gov. Jewell of his kid
gloves and patent leather boots, etc., he
is about as nude a body as you can find?
overjoyed parent, “he told me he was
gwine to ’muse hisself,” and the police-
man conducted the parent to the bower
in the market house, where Pete was re-
covering from bis amusement.— tfan
tenio ( Tex.) Herald.& '
The prevailing style for general wear
Is a morning coat and waistcoat from a
neat-figured or small diagonal worsted
cloth, with trousers from a check or
striped pattern, according to taste. Coat
to button three buttons, of medium
length, moderately cut awav from the
lower button. Pockets in tlie plaits be-
liind and no flaps. Waistcoat single-
breasted, with a small step collar button-
ing high to correspond with the coat.
Trousers cut easy and straight to the
leg, falling well over the boot.
Plaids are still very fashionable for
undress, traveling, and business suits;
the principal colors used are brown com-
bined with red and purple. The leading
style of coat for suits of this description
is a single-breasted and button sack, the
buttons far opart and worn buttoned.
Pockets under flaps in front, with an
hutside breast pocket. Vest single-
breasted without a collar. The double-
breasted frock coat continues in favor
for better wear, and is either made up
plain or with silk breast facings and
braided. Plain and neat diagonals are
preferred to faced cloths. Double-
breasted white waistcoats are worn with
the frock; trousers from a stylish plaid
or smart stripe, the striped ‘ patterns
being considered the more dressy.— iVeu/
York Evening Post.
Wines for the Sick,
Port wine is more used than any other
kind for the sick, but it is also a wine
more adulterated than any other, and
therefore requiring extreme caution in
its selection. A new adulteration of the
article is mentioned as having been re-
cently introduced, and which is in some
cases actually dangerous, especially when
partaken of by feeble or delicate per-
sons. This is described as an artificial
coloring, consisting of a mixture of oza-
lin and Magenta red. The aniline col-
ors, objectionable in themselves, are
the more dangerous because they not
uufrequently contain arsenic. The adul-
teration is detected by shaking the sus-
pected wine— and all cheap wines are to
be suspected— with an equal volume of
amylic alcohol, that is, fusil oil. If gen-
uine port the amylic alcohol remains col-
orless; if adulterated, it dissolves out the
coloring matter, and itself appears of a
purple red.
A Brother’s Love.
Just about two minutes after an ex-
cursion boat had left her wharf yester-
day (says M. Quad) a boy 12 or 13 years
of age rushed down Wayne street as
hard at he could go, waving a parcel,
and shouting: “titop ’er— stop that
boat !” He reached the wharf very red
in the face, and as he danced around on
the planks, a policeman inquired :
“Did you mean to go on that boat?”
“No, I didn’t, but my sister Mary’s
on there.”
“Well, she’ll be taken good care of,”
replied the officer.
“No, she wont, either,” replied the
lad, blowing his nostrils as if considera-
bly grieved. “She left her flirtation
handkerchief at the house, and here I’ve
THE MOUNTAIN MEADOW MAS-
SACRE.
The Horrors ot That Twenty-Year-Old
Tragedy Coming to Light— Trial ot Lee,
the Mormon Ringleader— A Horrible
t Account of the Acte of This Bloodthirsty
.jponster
run a whole mile to give it to her, and
got here too late. It’ll be a
lonesome day for her !”
mighty
Electoral Vote.
The appended table shows the electoral
vote of the several States of the Union:
Alabama .............. 10 Missouri
Arkansas ............. 6
California ............. 6
Colorado ........... 9
Connecticut ....... 6
Delaware.., ..... ....... S
Florida ................ 4
Georgia ................ 11
Illinois ....... ; ........ 21
Indiana ............... ,16
Iowa .................. :n
Kansas ................ 6
Kentucky .............. 12
Louisiana .............. 8
Massachusetts ......... IS
Michigan ........... ,...11
Minnesota .............. 6
Mississippi ............ 8
Maine ................. 7
Maryland ............. 8
Nebraska ............. 3
Nevada ............... 3
New Hampshire ..... . 6
New Jersey ........... ..8
New York. ........... $
North Carolina ..... .. 11
Ohio ............... .. 22
Oregon ............... 3
Pennsylvania ......... 29
Rhode Island ......... 4
South Carolina ........ 8
Tennessee ........... 11
Texas.... ............. 8
Vermont .............. 6
Virginia .............. 11
West Virginia ........ 6
Wisconsin... 10
Total. .370
ing about Inin
do it any better. Gov. Jewell did noth-
ing wrong— I didn’t like his way of doing
things; that was all
(Ye knights of the kid glove and the
patent leather boot in President Grant’s
Cabinet, take warning l)
How Pete Amused Himself.
A rather elderly darkey from the Post
Oaks was inquiring of a policeman ifhe
knflw anvthing of bis son Pete. Theew y
policeman replied, there was a young
darkey in the lookup, that had a moutt
like a stable door, and a pie*) bit oot of
one of his ears, that was looked up for
Hotel Prices Must Come Down.
It is an open secret that the watering
place season has •been unprofitable to
hotel keepers and unsatisfactory to the
guests. At a time of all others when
high prices were least appropriate, they
have been maintained, and the result is
exactly what was predicted and ex-
pected. The days of excelsior figures
are gone, and no man can tell when they
will return.
The proverbiallv long arm of justice
was felt by a merenant of Hull, England,
who decamped with the proceeds of a
forged note. His description having
been forwarded to all parte of the world,
And £100 offered as a reward for his cap-
ture, a Feejee Island detective nailed
his man, but could not keep him in
prison for want of. evidence. He dodged
him from island to island, however, till
the Hall authorities could send an officer
who identified the forger and took him
to Englan^ _
The latest case of conscience is that
of a young man of Troy, who confesses
that he has all summer been drinking
wine bought for communion purposes.
He was treated to this by the servant
girl of the person to whom the wine was
intrusted; but when the precious liquor
waa all gene, he went to the sexton of-
the church and made a dean breasf of it
The trial of Lee, the monster who
planned and executed the terrible butch-
orv of emigrants at Mountain Meadow,
in’ 1857, has revealed to the world the
long-hidden horrors of that awful trag-
edy, and some of the circumstances that
led to its perpetration. The Associated
Press agent at Beaver, Utah, where
the trial took place, has tele-
graphed east an abstract of
the testimony taken, which
is full of thrilling interest. The first
witness in the case was D. H. Wells,
who testified that Lee, in 1857, occupied
the position of a farmer to the Indiana
in Southern Utah, and perhaps some
place in the militia. Laban Merrill tes-
tified as to the council held at Cedar
City, which had under advisement the
destruction of the train. It waa under-
stood that before it should be done
Brigham Young should be con-
sulted. A messenger was sent to
Salt Lake for that purpose, and
another to Pinto creek to draw off
the Indians and allow the train to pass
on, till word came from Brigham Young
to the contrary. Forty-eight hours
before the messenger returned from Salt
Lake, he heard that the massacre had
taken place. Haight, Higbee and Kling-
en Smith were in the council, and Leo
was not there.
James Has lam testified that he was
the messenger sent to Brigham Young
by Haight, to whom ho explained the
object of his message. Lee could hold
the emigrants corralled, waiting his re-
turn. He rode night and day, stayed
two hours in Salt Lake, and returned.
Brigham’s message was : “ Go ; don’t
spare horse-flesh. Those men must be
spared. Let them go in peace.” Got
back to Cedar on the Sunday following,
and learned that the deed was done.
Samuel Knight’s testimony went to
show that he was driving one of the
wagons which contained arms for the
train ; he heard the first gun fired after
the emigrants had been decoyed out
Saw Lee blow a woman’s brains out,
beat a man to death with a gun, and
murder several others, and at the same
time saw the Indians make a rush on the
women and children, whom they slew.
Daniel McMurdy testified that he
drove the other wagon. After the emi-
grants had been decoyed out by a flag of
truce, and the whole column com-
menced moving up the Meadows, he
heard the command to “halt,”. and
looking around saw Lee put his gun to
a woman’s head and fire. She fell.
He heard him beating a man’s brains'
out with a gun. Lee then came to the
witness’ wagon and shot all the wound-
ed men with his pistol, and dragged the
bodies to the ground. Only the chil-
dren in the wagons were saved. The
witness refused to tell whether lie took
a part in the killing, but on the former
trial it came out that he was the man
who, while in the act of firing on one
of the wounded emigrants, said : “O
Lord, receive their spirits, for it is for
their sake we do these things.”
Neshi Johnson, who went to the
Meadows as an Indian interpreter, testi-
fied that he saw Lee shoot the woman
referred to, and cut a man’s throat as
he dragged him from a wagon. This
witness was extremely careful to tell
nothing implicating any one except Lee,
the witness being most constant in the
forgetfulness of names and incidents
not relating wholly to the defendant.
His cross-examination, which was scorch-
ing, showed that he could tell sufficient
to hang every man who took a part in
the massacre. Jacob Hamblin testified
as to a conversation between him
self aud-v Lee, a few days after
the butchery, in which the defendant
justified himself by claiming that it was
necessary as a military measure. Ham-
blin stated that Lee farther told him that
an Indian chief who lived at Cedar
brought two girls who had been hiding
in the brush to him (Lee), and asked
what he should do with them ; that they
were too pretty to kill. ;Lee replied that
he must shoot them, that they were too
big. The Indian then shot one, and
Lee threw the other down and cut her
throat ; that when Hamblin returned to
his ranche he went over the ground and
found the bodies of two girls about the
age described, from 13 to 16, lying near
together with their throats cut as de-
scribed ; that one of the children who
waa about 8 years old was at his house,
who claimed the two bodies as her sis-
ters, and that their name was Dunlap.
Hamblin, on being asked by the de-
fense if he had ever told this to any
one, replied that he had, and more, too;
that soon after the occurrence, which he
remembered better than he did now, had
told it to President Yonng and George
A. Smith; that President Young told him
that when the right time came and we
could get a court of justice, to go and
tell it. Being further pressed, witness
said he had not seen the effects of any
conrtof justice from that time to this,
but; thought now was just the right time
to teU it
While S. Casey, of Wyoming, Onti,
was standing in front of bis store on
Thursday last he was surpiised to see
a small stone fall on the sidewalk at his
feet Picking it up he found it almost
red-hot and before he oould drop it it
burned his fingers and thumb percepti-
bly. Where it came from is a matter of
much wonder.
for a long time without difficulty. There
is harmony in all his parte. His senses
are good, but not too delicate ;his pulse
is slow and regular ; his stomach is ex-
cellent ; his appetite good and digestion
easy. 1 The joys of the table are to him
of importance ; they tune his mind to
serenity, and his soul partakes in the
pleasure which they communicate. He
does not eat merely for the sake of eat-
ing, but each meal is an hour of doily
festivity. He eate slowly and has not
too much thirst, the latter being always
a sign of rapid self-consumption He is
serene, loquacious, active, susceptible
of joy, love, and hope, but sensible to
the impressions of hatred, anger, and
avarice. His passion never becomes
violent or destructive. Ifhe ever gives
way to anger he experiences rather a
useful glow of warmth, an artificial and
gentle fever, without an overflow of the
bile. He is also fond of employment,
particularly calm meditation and agree-
able speculations. He is an optimist, a
friend to nature afid domestic felicity.
He has no thirst after honor or riches,
and relinquishes all thoughts of to- mor-
row. —.Boston Transcript,
The Dame He Did Not Understand.
“You are charged with assault and
battery,” said His Honor, “in having
belted a man over the head at the Dia-
mond Grotto Saloon last night.”
“ Jesso,”’ calmly answered Sweetcake
William. “Ye see, Jedge, I walked
back to the game and took out a twenty
in two-bit chips. I bet five on the four
an’ six to win, an’ coppered the queen
to take the eight with two an’ a half.
Then I put down two on the ace straight,
fur I was bound to make a scratch, bein’
down to my seams, as it wore, with the
hash man an’ the lan’lady. The five on
the four an’ six was raked in. I got
away with my bet on the queen an’
eight an’ looked around to see how the
ace was gettin’ along, when I saw a stiff
walkin’ away with it fur a sleeper. I
didn’t say nuthin’ but took it outen his
fist all in good natur’ an’ win a ten by
copperin’ the jack. By this time the
deal was nearly out, an’ the deuce, trey,
nine, seven, eight, an’ ten-spot was
cases. ’Copper the odd an’ take the
even,’ sez I, layin’ down all I had— just
twenty-eight big dollars. Well, yer
honor - ”
“My good fellow,” interrupted the
Judge, “you are speaking Greek to me.
I know nothing of this jargon.”
“Oh, ye don’t?” said William.
“ P’r’aps ye don’t call to mind the night
you an’ me snatched a $15 sleeper when
a drunk didn’t sabo enough to pick np
a split on a bet o’ thirty, P’r’aps yo
don't remember when I staked you at
3 this momin’ over in the Dew Drop Lin?
P’r’aps jou and Jake Small ain’t snacks
in repin’ in snoozers? P’r’aps—”
“Silence!” roared the Court, glaring
at the grinning crowd of caricatures out-
side the rail. “ There seems to be noth-
ing in this case, William. You leave the
Court to infer that you were being cheat-
ed and you lifted the stiff under the ear.
You’re discharged.”— Virginia [Nev.)
News.
All Sorts;
The scandal-monger of the bird crea-
tion— The buzz’ard.
" New Orleans claims to be the cheap-
est city in the Uttlotriltflltflto. “ :
Young women, in New Granada, South
America, eat alligator steak for their
complexions.
i A man in London has been sent to
prison for a month, “ without the option
of a fine,” for cutting off a cat’s tail
A man was arrested and punished,
lately, in the city of Mexico, for : throw-
ing a stone at the door of a Protestant
chapel.
A Greenock (Eng.) burglar left his
false teeth behind, and was traced,
caught and fitted to them— to the loss of
his liberty for four years. •
A strong effort is to be made to erect
a monument to Daniel Defoe, at Toot-
ing, where he, lived and founded a non-
conformist place of worship. ,
A Reading man has written an essay
on “Bustles.” And some bustles pro-
ject sufficiently to enable a man to write
an essay on ’em very easily.— iVcw> York
Herald.
Dn. Roepel writes a history of Poland,
in which he says that the downfall of
that country was owing to social intem-
perance and to both political and jud -
cial oorruption.
After all tliat England has done for
the Indians, a Canadian chief, who was
lately shown a portrait of Qneen Vic-
toria, was irreverent enough to exclaim:
“Ugh, big squaw— heap ugly.”
Let the active, able man deserve and
expect: From the great, grace; from
the powerful, favor; from the good and
active, help; from the multitude, liking;
from the individual, Xovo.—Ooethc.
The French Government is making
steady progress in the matter of educa-
tion, ns is shown by the fact that in less
than half a century the budget for this
purpose has increased in amount forty-
fold.
The newest and largest submarine
torpedo turned out at Woolwich Arsenal
will be propelled with a rapidity of
nearly twenty knots an hour, and no
difficulty is feared in raising the rate to
twenty-five knots.
In noticing the transfer of a portion
of A. T. Stewart’s establishment to Chi-
cago, tho Philadelphia Times inquires :
“ Will any one bo rash enough to pre-
dict that another generation will not see
the New York store the branch and the
Chicago the headquarters ?”
“We wish it understood,” says the
Quitman (Ga.) Ocm% “by any party de-
siring the Ocmt who has not the cash
to pay for it, that wo will take country
produce, such as chickens, eggs, etc.,
even early vegetables, as we live no
garden this spring.”
Hold On, Boys.
Not more than ten years ago there
was an uneasy movement among the
farmers of Illinois and Iowa, and other
interior States looking further West.
Lands were offered for sale, on all sides,
by well-to do people, who wished to
buV up townships, more or less, in the
ricli lands of Western Missouri, Kansas
and Nebraska. The grasshoppers and
drouths drove this wave of emigration
rudely back, and now it is well under-
stood that the cheap arable lands of tho
United States are exhausted. They have
all passed to private ownership. He nce-
forth the price of land everywhere will
go np as it never has done before.
There ore children now living who
will see land in this country as unat-
tainable to the poor man as it is in Eu-
rope. The “ old farm,” from which the
country boy is so eager to escape, will
bocome a little principality, to which
the city clerk will look with envy. The
country boy who will now make his
best straggle to get a good piece of
land, and when secured plant it it fruit
trees, or preserve the natural growth
now on it, will be a nabob in a small
but very real way before the snows of
age whiten his temples.
The advice to young men now is not
to “ Go West,” but to get land, get out
and keep out of debt, and hold on t it.
The man who will be allured to part
with his farm, by any of the mirages of
town life, will have occasion to rue it
bitterly. Hold on to the farm, boys,
and in a few years from now you will
not care to call the King your uncle.—
Interior.
Death of the Oldest Son of Hon. Wm.
i> H. Seward.
The Man to Lire Long.
He has a proper and well-propor-
tioned statore, without, however, being
too tall He is rather of a middle size
and somewhat thick-set His com-
plexion is not too florid; at any rate,
too much ruddiness in youth is not a
sign of longevity. His hair approaches
to the fair rather than to the black : his
skin is strong bnt not rough ; his head
is not too big ; his shoulders are round
rather than flat; his neck is not too
long ; his abdomen does not project ;
his hands are large, but not too deeply
cleft ; his foot is rather thick than long,
and his legs are firm and round. He
has a broad arched chest a strong voice,
and the faculty of retaining his breath
Maj. Augustus H. Seward died this
morning at the residence of his brother,
Frederick W. Seward, in Montrose,
W estehester county. Maj . Seward came
from his post in St. Pant, Minn., three
months since, to consult occuliste in this
city for a disease which proved to be
paralysis of the eye. While under treat-
ment his strength gradually failed until
a few days since, when his friends be-
came seriously alarmed. On Saturday
Dr. Hammond pronounced bis recovery
Thomas Brown, a one-armed switch-
tender oq some railroad in New Hamp-
shire, is a contented man. When he
waa informed a short time ago, by ad-
ministrators, that his brother, who
lived in Massachusetts, had died, and
among his various bequests had left him
a legacy, he replied to the official letter :
“ I don’t want tho money; I’ve got all I
need. ”
The Chinese of California feel out-
raged by tho ordinance which requires
the sheriff to cut tho hair of his prison-
ers to a uniform length of one inch.
This law has proved profitable to the
city treasury, the Mongolian preferring
to pay his fine rather than go to jail; and
now steps have been token by the in-
dignant queue-wearers to test the con-
stitutionality of the ordinance.
Of Mr. French’s bust of Whittier in
the Centennial Exposition an amazing
critio says: “The sweet, oemplacent
expression of the entire face seems to be
indebted to the left eye chiefly, the
friendly curve in the eyelash softly lisp-
ing an 1 1 wish thee well.’ ” He is also
strongly affected by the nose, which he
says has in it a “subtle force” and a
“ beneficent piquancy.”
impossible. On Saturday evening, when
his cousin, Clarence A. Seward, left
Montrose, he was suffering severely, but
no fatal result was immediately appre-
hended.
The deceased was the eldest son of
the late Gov. Seward. He received his
military education at West Point, where
he graduated creditably, and received
an appointment as Second Lieutenant in
the army. During his twenty-eight
years’ service in the aimy, his charac-
ter and bearing as an officer and a gen-
tleman won for him the confidence of
the Government, the regard of all with
whom he was associated, and the esteem
of all who knew him.— iVcw; York Com-
mercial Advertiser,
A smart young milk-wagon driver in
Louisville lately hit upon tho bright
idea of putting vinegar into the buckets,
cups, etc., which he found in the door-
ways of those who patronized other milk
firms. Great were the complaints, and
one company was losing customers by
the wfiolesale. An examination dis-
closed the trick. The ingenious young
milkman has been arrested on a charge
of trespass.
One, at least, of our life insurance
agents hasn’t got the base ball fever.
He is an Illinois man, and pitches with
a twist, thus: “ A train came West re-
cently containing 122 professional base
ball players, none of whom could ob-
tain accident insurance, as the agents
very properly believed that a merciful
Providence would never lose so fine an
opportunity of doing something to bene-
fit an afflicted country. ” ^ ”
An idea of the superior economy of
narrow-gauge roads over the broad
gauge may be gathered from the fact
that since the Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western road has been reduced in
gauge, two or three cars are added to
every freight and coal train without add-
ing to the expense for fuel The loco-
motives are able to draw larger and
heavier frains now than ever before,
without burning a pound ‘more of coal
A number of Chinamen were engag
in building one of their peculiar dai
for mining purposes acress the Mol
Inmne river, California, a short time aj
The water was about four feet deep,
though a short distance below wai
hole twelve feet deep. One of the C
nese accidentally fell into this hole i
drowned, and a companion who wenl
the rescue also shared the same f
The superstitious Chinese thereu
abandoned the claim, though it wa
rich one, tore np the stakes and Itunl
and have gone to seek a more aaspid
locality.
_ _ __ _ _ _ : _ ! _
U3
HOLLAND CITY HEWS.
Saturday, September 23, ’76.
THE TIKES AND THE REMEDY.
The Social Science Convention is one of
the most, we had almost said the moat val-
uable body of men which meets in the
country. It is of course powerless to en-
force the measures which the country
needs, but it can suggest them and com-
mend them to the attention of thinking
men, and this is a long step forward in the
shaping of public opinion in the right di-
rection. And though the country may
have to wait for the necessary legislation,
sooner or later it ia pretty sure to come.
Perhaps the most notable feature of the
Congress was the opening Address of Hon.
David A. Wells, the president, upon the
commercial and financial depression of the
country, and the means by which the pres-
ent condition of affairs may be remedied.
Without giving the points of Mr. Wells’
Address we may point a few of them. The
condition of the country, according to Mr.
Wells, is due not to natural but artificial
cguses which can readily be removed. A
most important influence in bringing about
the present state of tilings is the aggregate
loss of capital which for ten or fifteen years
the world has been experiencing. These
losses are due to bad investraeuts in rail-
road bonds, the colossal war expenditures
of the world (the national debts of the
world have increased $10,000,000,000 since
1801, making their aggregate now $25,000,
000,000), the panics and mercantile fail-
ures of the world, the bankruptcy of gov-
ernments, and the enormous increase of
taxation, particularly in the United States.
[A long array of figures and facts in ex-
planation of these points was submitted.]
Oi her causes of depression are "an exces-
sive irredeemable currency" and extreme
“protection,” which, with the loss of capi-
tal and waste of labor which we have ex-
perienced and are now experiencing in
consequence of this policy, have contrib-
uted more than any one thing to make
us poor; and it will continue to keep us
so, so long as it is continued. And how
long it will be continued depends on just
how long it will take our people to realize
the quaint and homely expression which
Lowell puts in the mouth of Hosea Bige-
low that—
“A man has got to get np early
ThatexpecU to get around God"
And the whole country has got to come
down to a practical and wise economy be-
fore it can accomplish specie payments or
enter upon a career of prosperity. There
is no question that the public money has
been spent as if it were a vast reservoir
like the Nile fountains, flowing on through
the mute lion-lips forever. In thus pre-
senting to us so forcibly the causes of our
depression and pointing out the remedies
to be applied, Mr. Wells has done an in-
calculable service. Putting aside all party
and partisanship, it may safely be said
that the party which thinks to keep the
promise of Reform to the ear but break it
to the hope will assuredly go under. Not
upon bayonet rule in the South, not upon
the dismemberment of a sister State, not
upon political harangues from stump speak-
ers, nor upon beautiful letters written to
secure a nomination,— not upon these or
any of these does the safety of the country
depend. But a rigid, practical economy,
a wise and just exercise of the powers of
Government, the earliest possible return to
specie payments, the clearing out of office
of disreputable and dishonest men, the
bringing the country and the Government
back to the simplicity of earlier and better
times,— these alone will bring us renewed
life and prosperity. These are what the
people demand and what they are bound
to secure, all politicians of whatever name
or party to the contrary notwithstanding.
And that man best promotes the higher
interests of his country who labors to se-
cure these for her. And so we say to ev-
ery reader make your politics a matter of
Christian conscience. You may not agree
with your neighbor, and good Chrislian
friends agreeing in their theology often
differ in their politics. But if every Chris-
tian man will vote for only such measures
and men as will, in iris opinion, best se-
cure honesty and economy, we may rest
assured the Lord will bless the result.—
Chriitian at Work.
down was made. A fight ensued, in whifch
a number of persons were injured, one
fatally* and “the Republicans were finally
stoned back to the cars.” Whatever dis-
pute there may be as to the actual begin-
ning of the fight there is no doubt that the
trouble originated in the determination of
the Democrats of the place to tolerate no
difference of political opinion.
The Charleston affair is not unlike the
other one. The Nem and Courier, a care-
ful and trustworthy journal, says that it
“was the result of the settled detemination
of a gang of colored rowdies calling them-
selves Republicans to wreak vengeance
upon some men of their color who have
presumbed to publicly affliliate with the
Democratic party.” The insignificant
breach of the peace would not have grown
to any magnitude of a riot if the means
to preserve order had been at hand and
had been promptly used.
It would not be fair to hold all the Irish
Democrats of the North responsible for
the vicious conduct of the ignorant and
violent voters of Stony Hollow. We
should hesitate equally to blame all the
colored Republicans of the South for the
scandalous behavior of the riotous Charles-
ton negroes. At the same time both these
outbreaks are probable if not Inevitable
results of ac attempt to force all the voters
of a certain class of citizens into one par-
ly. If such an attempt succeeds, it is pol-
itical tyranny. If it is resisted, as it is al-
most sure to be, its natural consequence is
a harvest of “outrages.” This simple
truth should be remembered by leaders
who are trying to make all the southern
whites Democrats and all the southern
blacks Republicans.— X Y. Evening Pont.
The following are the arrivals at the
Phoenix Hotel for the week ending Thurs-
day, Sept. 14: I E Turney, Chicago; Miles
Hanchett, Bic Rapids; Geo. Boucher, Pent-
water; Frank Hendee, Muskegon; John
McCall, Chicago; A Friend, Milwaukee;
A E Stearns, Buffalo, N Y; Chas E Hall,
Gr Rapids; D P Brown, Chicago; C D
Page, Gr Rapids; Geo Smith, Chicago;
W T Hungerford, Toledo; Chas Rounge,
Port Sheldon; E P Van Velsor, M D, Nu
nica; Wm Boyd, Nunica; A Breugger,
Chicago; James Wingert, Chicago; L P
Eddy, Grand Rapids; C H Best, Overijsel;
C H To bey, Chicago; A H Earle, Detroit;
J O Auhff, Detroit; Jos Leonard, San
Diego, Cal : Fred Ramsey, Morgan Station;
Mrs Manning, White Hall; jas Parker,
Hyde Park; W II Butler, White Hall; W
D Lawler, Joliet, 111; Mr& Mrs J L Bush,
White Hall; W Stevens, Allegan; A Sel-
hek, Gr Rapids; B M Downie, Grandville;
M Hanchett, Muskegon; Mr& Mrs I Mc-
Pherson, Helena, Ark; W B Bourn, Mus-
kegon; H Clark, do; F L Waldron, do;
Frank Hendee, Chicago; L I Flank M D,
Sturges; H Looman, Blendon; J McCrfll,
Chicago; Wm Windrop, Pensaukee, Wis;
M Davis, Phil; J Leske, Chicago; W Van
Antwerp, Gr Rapids; C M Woodruff, Ham-
ilton; L Master, Spr Lake; C L Barnhart,
Muskegon; GL Mount, Shelby; Lewis J
Griffin, Ludington; J Chapel, J A Webster,
Robinson; S D Hanchett, Wisconsin; J
Castenhols, Muskegon; J H Darling, J
Gerler, Fremont Centre; A Luuinga, Juo
Luninga, C H Phelps, Ed Lyon, Gr Rapids;
W J Moore, J Rice Taylor, Saugatuck; O
W Field, A Freeman, Muskegon; C C
Houghton, NY; HR Hall, W R Dennis,
Chicago; H II Goodwin, E F Handy, Gr
Rapids; A Freeman, Muskegon; M Han-
chett, Jackson; H B Moore A wife, Saug. ;
Geo. A Williams, J McIntyre. W L Gage,
Gr Rapids; C Hoham, H J Milligan, A
Kempfel, Chicago; Wm A Knapp, O Chich-
sten, Wm W Warner, J B Durmont, P J
Davis, Geo R Stone, Don C Henderson,
S B Champion, T J Parker, G Oliver, Jr,1
J P Gardner, H B Hudson, Allegan; C
Chick, WhitehalljG W Mokma, A H Brink,
J W Garvelink, Fillmore; B Neerken,
Laketown; M Hoogesteeger, J Wester, city;
C Van Loo, Zeeland ; Rev A U Lewis, Elk
Rapids; Rev J 8 Kidder, Nunica; P U
Carrell, Chicago; II R Bayer, Detroit; P
M Rodel, F Harding, Morgan; W Parker,
Kalamazoo.
Pimirtl
BAKER-HEALD— On Thursday, Sept. 14th. by
Prof. Chas. Scott of Hope College, Rev. Freder-
Ifk P. Baker to Miss Laura M. Heald, both of this
city.
special Notices.
For E. B. Cigars go to L. T. Kanters.
Wk have an immense new stock of
brown sheetings and calicoes. We can
suit anybody with prices and patterns, at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
WALL PAPER
and curtains of every description, and all
kinds of new Furniture. Prices as low as
the lowest. At H. MEYER A CO.
IGNOEANT AND VIOLENT VOTERS.
The ignorant and violent voter has been
breaking the public peace almost simul-
taneously at tbe North and South, in New
York and in South Carolina.
The inhabitants of Stony Hollow, In
Ulster county, in this State, are said to be
nearly all Irish Democrats. Recently,
however, a Republican club, composed of
thirty Irishmen, was formed and raised a
flagpole. The intolerant majority resolved
to put an end to this independent move-
ment, and forthwith cut down tbe pole,
Wednesday afternoon a party t)f Republi-
cans went from Kingston, in the same
county, to Stony Hollow, to put up a new
pole and give the clnb a flag. An attempt
to hold a meeting was abandoned because
of the disturbance created by the Demo-
cratic majority. The pole was however,
raised, and the visiting Republicans
were retiring when a movement to pull it
- -
A large stock of Toys has just been
received at L. T. Kanters, from the cheap-
est to the best.
Panic Prices.
No Dissolution of Partnership but all
kinds of furniture etc., as cheap as the
cheapest for cash at4w H. Meykr & Co.
To Consumptives.
The advertiser, having been permane
|y cured of that dread disease, Consum
[on, by a simple remedy, is anxious tome
known to his fellow sufferers the means
cure. To all who desire it, he will sen'
copy of the prescription used, (free
charge), with the directions for preparl
and using the same, which they will fl
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthi
Bronchitis, Ac. Parties whishingthe r
scription will please address
„ Rev. E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn 8t., Williamsburgh, N. Y
For Sale by Heber Walsh, Holla
Michigan.
fjeur ltdwrttecumrt'S.
An Ordinance,
Jlalcing the General Apprc-
' priation (Bill for the City
of Holland for the fiscal
year 18^6.
The City of Holland Ordains:
Skction 1. There §h»ll be raised by tax upon all
the taxable property in the CKy of Holland for the
neceesary expense, and liabilities of said city, dur-
ing the natal year commencing on the third Mon-
day in March, A. D. 1878.
1st. For the support of the Public Schools of
UtoCItyof Hollar a. as reported by the Board of
Education of said city, six thousand seven hun-
dred and forty-three dollars and eighty cents,
(6,74J 80.)
*nd. F'or the General Fund of the City of Hol-
land, to defray the expenses of the city for the pay-
ment of which from some other fend no provision
Is made, two thousand six hundred dollars, ($2,600.)
8. For th** Fire department fund of the City of
Holland, to be expended for said Department of
said City, five hundred and fifty dollars, (JMO.OO.)
4th. For the Poor Fund of the City of Holland,
to be expended for the city poor of said city, two
thousand eight hundred dollars, ($2,800.00.)
5»h. For the Eighth Street special assessment
district fund for the payment of bonds issued for
the improvement of Eighth street and Interest
thereon, one thousand seven hundred and seventy
dollars ($1,770.00) to be levied and paid from Eighth
Street special assessment district.
6tb. For the River street special assessment
district fund for the payment of bonds issued for
the Improvement of River street and Interest there-
on, one thousand and forty dollars, ($1,(V|0.00) to be
levied and paid from River street special assess-
ment district.
If yon wish to see a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade, go
and call at the store of
DUURSEMA& KOFFERS,
DEALERS IlST
Dry (roods, Notions and Trimmings
Furnishing Goods, Hats & Caps, • *Clothing, Groceries,Crockery, Flour <fe Feed,
Stoneware, Provisions etc
RIVER STREET, - - - TIOLIL ATsTO , lyriCH
We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge tor themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
w a nsr t e id .
Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
7th. For the General street fund for the Improve-
ment and repairs of the streets In the City of Hol-
land to be raised by loan, and the same bo author-
ised by a majority vote of the electors of- said city
to be voted upon at the next annual charter elec-
tion, one thousand dollars ($1,01)0.00.)
8th. For the Improvement of Ninth street In
the City of Holland to he levied and paid Irom
Ninth street special assessment, two thousand five
hundred dollars, ($2,600.00) said amount shall he
raised by tax or loan or partly by tax and pirtly by
loan.
9th. For the improvement of Fish street in the
City of Holland to he levied and paid from Fish
street special district, two thousand dollars,
($2,000.00) which said amount shall be raised bv tax
or loan or partly by tax or partly by loan.
10th. For the Improvement of Seventh street in
the City of Holland to be levied and paid from
Seventh street special district two thousand dollars
(82,000.00) which said amount shall berai-ed by
tax or loan, or partly by tax or partly by loan.
Sec. 2. Ii shall be the duty of the Clerk of the City
of Holland, on or before the first Monday in Octo-
ber A. D. 1878, to certify to the Coun'y Clerk of Ot-
tawa County, the aggregate amount of moneys
stated in item 1st. *d,8d, 4th, 5th. fith,7th,8th,9th.
and l"th, of section 1. of this Ordinance, as requir-
ed by the Common Connell of the City of Holland,
to be raised for the fiscal year for all purposes, and
for school purposes by general taxation, upon the
taxable property of the whole City of Holland, and
shall also, when the amount apportioned bv the
Clerk of the Board ot Supervisors of Ottawa Coun-
ty for assessments upon the tax-roll of the City of
Holland are certified to him, certify the same to
the Supervisor of the City of Holland, for awess-
ments, ns requlcd by law.
Sec. 3. It shall he the duty of the Supervisor of
the City of Holland to levy in the same roll, upon
all the taxable property of said City of Holland,
the amounts herein before stated, when certified
to him by the Clerk as aforesaid, at the same time
of levying the State and County taxes for the year,
In the manner provided and required by lay.
Sec. 4. This Ordinance shall take immediate
effect.
Fassed, September 19th, A. D. 1871.
Approved, September 19h. A. D. 1876.
JOHN VAN LANDEGEND, Mayor.
Attest: Otto Brit man City Clerk, pro-tem.
BOTTOM PRICES
I am now prepared to take
Photographs, Tirt-Types,
Copies, large and
small at
BOTTOM PRICES.2w B. P. HIGGINS.
1876. ^  1876.
EXCURSIONS ! !
I am again prepared to run excursions from here to
the mouth of
Black Lake,
This summer I will take small panics down in the
morning and back at night for THREE DOL-
LARS. Larger parties, FIVE DOLLARS.
Having fitted out a large barge, which
will carry from 300 to 400 persons,
I will take
Sunday-School & Church
Pic-nics
For Fifteen dollars Instead ofc Twenty dollars as
heretofore. Thanking all my former patrons. I
solicit their favors again this season, as the price Is
very low.
FRANK R. BROWER. Captain.
Holland, Mich., June 2, 1876.
Dead Animals.
A Family Knitting Machine!
Now attracting universal attention by Its aston-
ishing performances and Its great practical value
for every day family nse. It knits ever)’ possible
variety of plain or fancy work
With almost Magical speed,
and gives perfect shape and finish to all garments.
It will knit apilrcf locks Is fifteen alnuteil Every
machine WARRANTED perfect, and to do fad
what in rrprmnttd. A complete instruction book
accompanies each machine.
No. 1 Family Machine, 1 cylinder. 72 needles, $30.
No. 3 " “ 2 •• 72*100 •* $40.
A tarnfilf machine will he sent to any part of the
United States or Canada, (where we have no agentl,
expreet charge* pr« i>aid, on receipt of the price.
Agents wanted In every State. County, City and
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will be
made.
Address, Bickford Knittino Machine Mro. Oo.
5.18-ly Sole Manufacturers, BraUlakoro, Vt.
DeFeyter Bro s,
DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds
of Wood Produce.
We have put up In our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two miles West of the white school-house on
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
which is now in good running order, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
same wherever wanted.
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilities for getting out deck planks and
any kind of ship timber are unequaled.
All bills will be filled promptly and with des-
patch, and a fairdealing can be relied upon. Cus-
tom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Farm Products, taken In pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood, Bark and Rail-
road Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Lake.
Holland, Mich., March 12, 1875. 4-tf
I. P. THIBOUT,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
Has removed his business to
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Monroe Street.
Will be pleased to see all his old friends and cus-
tomers that require anything In the clothing line.
We make, cut and trim to order anything In our
line according to the latest styles, and for the low-
est possible prices.
Repairing Neatly Done.
GIVE US A TRIAL
5.18 I. P. THIBOUT.
CITY HOTEL,
HOLLA. TT ID, LIICH-
The Proprietor announces to the Pubic that no
P.tr.S ilw l Be spared by him .o make this House
HR8T-CLA8S in every respect.
The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and
elegant furniture.
Office on First Floor.
For the convenience of Commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample
room has been fitted up on the
ground floor. Livery connec t-
ed with the Hotel.
J. W. MJNDERHOUT, Prop’r.
MEAT MARKET
— lUNT THE —
HEST WARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate &
Son's Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
J. VAN ZOEREN.
Holland, July 14, 1876.
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The Question has been for a long time
what will you do with dead animals. The
undersigned whose place ot'husinesBlsnear
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in read-
ioesss to remove all dead animals at his
own expense, by simply notifying him
thereof.
Ben hard Wick.
Holland, Aug. 28, 1876. 29-ly
1875. SPEING AND SUMMER. 1876.
Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,
A Good Hotel.
O—'*—
When I was In Holland City, I stopped at the
^BTNA HOUSE., and imustsay that I had opt had
such a good meal In four weeks as I had there.
The accommodation* were flret-claas and meals
better than I had found for a long while previous,
therefor I can recommend that House to every
traveler and to the public generally. You will find
the Landlord very-accommodating and his prices
are very low. Go to thoJ£tna House for a good
meal and low price*.
v A Commercial Traveler, of New York City.
N. B. When yon rtop In Holland go to the jBtna
House for a good meal and accommodation. I can
recommend thla Houae to the traveler and the
pubtie.
Suits, Infants’ Misses and- Ladies’ Cloaks, and
Cloaking, Spring and Summer Shawls,
Parasols, Fans, and Kid Gloves.
Hats for 50 Cents and Upward.
All the latest styles iu Ties, Ruchings, Collars and Cuffs, and a full assortment of
Edgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs, Germantown Wool and Canvas.
Sealed Propoials,
The Board of Education of the City of
Holland will receive sealed proposal* un-
til the lOlh of October for the delivetw of
one hundred cords of Beech and Maple
wood— one half dry the rest green— at the
Public School grounds. Proposals to fur-
nish smaller quantities may be made.
T. E. Annib,
v Secr'g of the Board of Education.
Holland, Sept 7, 1876.
Gall and Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.
Agents for the Sale of E. Butteriek & Co’s Patterns of Gar-
ments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.
L. &1TVAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET* - - - • HOLLAIN' 3D, ItflH C
lotting*.
The weather is beautiful.
Our city clerk, John A. Roost, Esq., is
around again and convalescing fast.
We have been informed that work ia tj
commence on our harbor, ere long.
The Common Council has ordered the
Fire Department out for teviewon Tues-
day next.
Bosman’s new brick building is nearing
completion.
The college campus is being cleaned up
and all old stumps taken out.
Myron Harris the Democratic nominee
for Congress from this district was in town
on Thursday.
Dr. Stewart is at present detained by
sickness at the East and will not reach
home until about the 30th inst.
Cold weather must be approaching
judging from the movement of all kinds
of stoves at Van Landegend & Melis.
Some of our young ladies have recently
taken to rowing as a daily exercise. We
have a pretty lake, why not appreciate it.
Rev. Mr. Coplin, from Buchanan, Mich
will take charge of the M. E. Church, on
Sunday next. Rev. Glass is going to
Ionia.
The steam yacht Gem has returned
from the north and will winter here. Mr.
Henry talks of making extensive improve-
wents on her.
H. Walsh, our enterprising druggist,
and his son Frank start on an extended
Eastern tour on Monday next.
The Democrats of New York have nom-
inated Lucius Robinson for governor, In
place of Seymour, who refused to run.
\Among the departures to the Cenlcnnia
during the last week were Dr. T. E. Annis
and wife. Dr. Broek will assume his
practice while absent. ^
List of letters remaining in the Port
Office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 21, 1876:
J. D. Crouse, George A. Newman.
Wm. Verberk, P. M.
While at Grand Haven we had the
pleasure to hear John Luikens’ female
brass band play. They may be called a
musical family indeed.
L. T. Kanters has undoubtedly the
finest and largest stock of fancy papers
and envolopes that ever was offered for
sale in this city. Go. and see them.
The saw-mill of Sisson & Lilley, ni
Spring Lake, Mich., shut down for the
season on Saturday last. It has cut during
the summer 7,000,000 feet of lumber.
The Hayes and Wheeler meeting on
Wellnosday Eve., was well attended. The
Speakers were the lion. F. B. Wallin, of
Saugatuck, and Wm. Wakker of this city.
Maid (before the party)— “Shall you
wear your white muslin to-night, ma’am?”
Mistress— “Yes, Jane”. Maid— “Then I’ll
wear my blue silk, as I don’t want us to
c\ns\t."— Punch.
--- -----
Under the auspices of the Democratic
club the Hon. Randolph Strickland of St.
Johns spoke upon the political issues of
the day on Monday evening before
large and appreciative audience.
The Tioga Manufacturing Co., of Big
Rapidai Mich., are shipping supplies and
,mp equipage to Fife Lake. They antici-
ate starting a camp on the Muskegon
river, some miles eastward of Fife Lake.
G. W. McBride, the nominee on thek The flume to Wests planing-mill, at Alle
Republican ticket for Prosecuting Att’y,!®00’ » 8ave way on the 8th inst..
already carries a swollen cheek, whether |^eariuK ou^ Hie bank of the race and par
from the jeffects of a political discussiony undermining several of the mills,
or not, we are unable to say. ^ The entire waU?r Power is destroyed for the
Exercises in the several departments of
Hope College were reopened on Wednes-
day Sept. 20th. The receptions of new
students are very encouraging in number,
and will be definitely stated next week.
Mr. Higgins, our enterprising photo-
grapher, hopes to be ready for business
again on Monday next, having been com-
pelled to keep closed the greater part of
this week on account of severe sickness in
his family.
Krcizenga is preparing lor a large ex-
tension of business. The large store which
was recently moved to the first ward for
him is nearly completed. It is now al-
most as good as new, and it is an open
question if a new building could not have
been put up for the same money.
On Tuesday last the dwelling of Mr. J.
De Boe, in the city of Grand Haven, was
destroyed by fire. The house caught fire
during his wife’s absence, and it is sup-
posed that it originated on the stove. The
alarm was given but all efforts to save it
or its contents were fruitless. The house
was insured, but still Mr. De Boe’s loss is
considerable.
present. Damage estimated at $5,000.
There is as much truth as poetry, and
altogether far too much of the former, in
this verse:
“When politicians catch your sleeve
And lead you off to ‘beer,’
The fall election days have co ne,
The drunkest of the year."
The yellow fever continues to rage at
Savannah, Ga.
O. M. & W. Field, of Muskegon, Mich.,
manufacturers of shingles, have beer, ad-
judicated bankrupts.
Under a monarchy, Insurrection is a
step forward; under a republic it is a step
backward.— [Victor Hugo.
--- <•»>- 
Orville Grant, the unsavory brother of
the president, was picked up drunk in the
streets at St. Louis the other day.
It is proposed to remove the New En-
gland cabin, with all its curious conteuto,
from Philadelphia to the coming exhibit-
ion at Paris.
- -
A little daughter of Mrs. King acciden-
tally shot herself in the leg with a shot-
gun at Muskegon on Friday last, and the
limb had to he amputed.
The Muskegon Boom Companj’s store
house, at the head of Muskegon lake, was
destroyed by fire last Saturday night.
Loss about $800; no insurauce.
S. C. Hall, of Muskegon and Charles L.
Ortmnn, of East Saginaw, will start out
several large camps in a few weeks, to
operate in the vicinity of Hougton Lake,
Mich.
_ ___ •
A. M. Palmer, aged 65 years, a respect-
able citizen, long a resident of Allegan,
Mich., an invalid, and a prominent Metho-
dist, fell dead of heart disease while walk-
ing across his room on last Friday.
---- ---
We are shipping peaches from hero in a
quiet way and very little is heard about
it, but the shipments by water alone amount
to over 8,000 baskets. We intend to give
the total figure at the end of the season.
A western lawyer, who was defending
a man on trial for wife murder, sought for
some euphonious and Innocent phrase with
which to describe his client’s crime, and
finally said : “He winnowed her Into para-
dise with n fence rail.”
HORTHWESTERH
Transportation Co.
THE STEAMSHIP
MINNEAPOLIS
-OR-
Wm. Ten Hage has sold his busines^
under Kenyon’s block and bought the
building at present occupied by Messrs.
Hcald & Fairbanks as an agricultural ma-
chinery store. Ten Hage intends to fit up
the rear part of that building fora dwely preciation of the popular demand for good
S men for office.
J. M. Bailey, the “Danbury News
Man,” will lecture next winter on “En-
gland from a Back Window.” If back
windows in England command a view of
as many other back windows without
blinds as they do here the lecture will be
peculiarly iuteresting.— [Bellaire, (O.,)
Leader.
It seems queer to see Charles Francis
Adams running as the Democratic candi-
date for Governor of Massachusstts. But
in this as well as in the nomination of Mr.
R. D, Hubbard, 6f Hartford, for Governor,
by the Connecticut Democratic Conven-
tion, the Democrats have shown their ap-
Wk notice in the Allegan papers that
our friend H. B. Moore was nominated by
the Democrats of that county as State
Senator. We congratulate Allegan coun-
ty in possessing a man of such spotless
character, such honor and integrity, as to
make his election almost a foregone con-
clusion. Any political party may justly feel
proud in presenting such a man for office.
Large as well as small game seems to
be quite abundant in this vicinity this
fall. G. H. Jenkins and his brother Frank
%hile at work on Charley Post’s farm
about two miles north of town, on Friday
last, saw a large black bear and two cubs,
one of them ran home and procured a gun
while the other kept the bruins at bay in
the corner of a field. After several fruit-
less attempts they managed to kill one of
the cubs with a shot gun, the other two!
escaping uninjured. Several of the boys1
have been out since but have been unable
to find any traces of them. /
Although the fishing season is quite
far advanced, frequent parties still put in
their appearance, to Indulge in that much
sought for pleasure, some of which meet
with extraordinary success. One catch
worthy of mention was made on Friday
last, by Alexander Stenbeck, of Clncinnat-
ti, and J. D. Sawyer, of Grand Rapids.
They caught in a very short time, twenty
Black Bass, the aggregate weight of which
was 80 lbf.tthus giving an average of 4
lbs. apiece; which is considered here as &
“Boss Haul” for this season of the year.
They were somewhat surprised that Black
Lake was not patronized more by the fish-
ing fraternity, as in their opinion, it was
the best adapted place on the shore for
that sport. They also spoke highly of the
courtesy recieved at the hands of J. H.
McVicar the gentlemanly proprietor of the
Phoenix Hotel, and expressed a determi-
nation of returning again next season.
According to the recent estimate of Prof.
Huxley, Niagara Falls have cut themselves
back through the solid rock six miles dur-
ing the past 10,000 years. Unless a stop is
put to this sort of thing, the great lakes
will be drained dry in 195,756,189 years,
and then what will become of the town of
Milwaukee?— Says a Chicago paper.
John Bolt, an old resident and for sev-
The British War Office, not content
with the 80-ton “Woolwich Infant," and
jealous, perhaps, of Victor Emanuel’s 100
ton gun, contemplates constructing one to
weigh 160 tons. No difficulty is appre-
hended with regai d to the gun itself, but
as the recoil of the 80-ton gun has already
pushed its carriage, representing an ag-
gregate weight of 120 tons, from 70 to 80
feet up an inclined plane, great havoc is
eral years street commissioner of Grand \predicted when the 160-ton gun is discharg-
Haven, was dangerously Injured on Sun- ed on an ironclad when only about eight
day afternoon, by a vicious bull. Bolt at- ifeet of recoil can be given,
tempted to drive the animal, when it turn- )
ed upon him, gored him in the abdomen,-
and shoved him through a fence, inflict-
ing several very dangerous wounds.
Mr. F. P. Baker, a recent gradnate of
the Theological Dept, of Hope College
has accepted a call to the Presbyterian
Church at Rural, \Vnupaca, Co., Wis,,
where he will probably be ordained in Oc-
tober, we congratulate our young towns-
man in thus securing a pleasant field of
l^bor and in taking one of the fair daugh-
ters of Holland to shaar his new home.
On Horace Hail's farm, In Royal Oak,
Mich., while Messrs. Smith and Pomeroy
were putting down a well they struck a
sort of soft stone about twelve inches thick,
and after they had drilled through it an
explosion occurred like the report of a
cannon, throwing the tools fully thirty feet
into the air. It then began throwing out
stones, sand, &c. Some large stones were
thrown out, one of which weighed twelve
pounds. It then began to spout forth
white sand and smoke, which lasted for
about nine hours.
The Democratic County Convention
met in the city of Grand Haven, pursuant
to call on Wednesday last After prelim-
inary committee work they proceeded to
nominate the following ticket: For Judge
of Probate, Allen C. Adsit; for sheriff,
Joos Verplanke; for County Clerk, Wm.
N. Angel; for Register of Deeds, Adam
Wagoner; for Treasurer, John Wasson;
for Prosecuting Attorney, Geo. C. Stewart;
for Circuit Court Commissionera, Rob’t.
W. Duncan, Jas. TenByck; forCorocers,
—Sherburne, John B. xMcNett; for Fish
Inspectors, Geo. H. Hilar, John Zietlow.
For Representative first district, Ale P.
Stegenga; 2nd dUtrict, Geo. F. Porter.
For a first-class Anti-Bilious and Cathar- _ ___ _________
tic Pill go to J. O. Joesburg’s Drug Store. | terns call at D. Bertsohs.
For one of the best Liver Pills in the
market go to J. O. Doesburg’s Drug Store.
For the latest style of Domestic Pat-
Amid the horrible barbarities which
have eharacterized the war in the East,
shines at least one ray of humanity, Mr.
Schuyler, of the United States Legation
at Constantinople, has peen doing more
there In behalf of the cause of humanity
during the war in the way of alleviating
distresses and protecting the helpless,
whenever possible, than all the European
Ministers combined, and we are glad to
note that his services are being duly recog.
nized. No other nation has deprecated
more severely than our own the cruelties
of this Eastern war, and it is thus doubly
gratifying to find our representative amid
Its scenes so well in accord with the spirit
of our people.
The vacation schools in Providence are
reported to have been successful. The at-
tendance has been about ninety to a school.
The manner of teaching is somewhat differ-
ent from that of the regular school, oral in-
structions and object teaching being em-
ployed, in Heu of text books, to a large de-
gree. The little cues seem to enjoy the
schools very much. If there are any so
small that tbey wish to sleep during part
of the session, they are permitted to do so
undisturbed. The object of these schools
has been to establish a place where parents
could send their children and know that
thatthey were safe from the evils of the
streets and yet not be forced to study hard
enough, in the hot weather, to injure
them in the least
The best feathers at the lowest prices «t
P. & A. 8TEKDTEE.
Comb and get out figures on salt, cheap-
er than ever, by the pound or barrel at
P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
No Better Proof RKQUiRBp^-It has
not yet been publicly denied that D. B.
DeLand & Co/s Beat Chemical Baleratua,
made by H. A. DeLand & Co., ft all that
Its friends have claimed— that it is a pore
and wholesome article. This cannot be
denied in face of the testimony of chem-
ists and those best qualified to judge. ' It
is much better than Soda.
AMAZON
Will leave Grand Haven for Milwaukee every
morning at one o'clock. (Mondaya excepted) mak-
ing cloae connection# with all train# for the North,
South and Weat.
For freight or paasage, apply to
8. B. HUMPHREY. Agent.
FOR SALE!
HOUSE, STORE and LOT.
I offer for Hale Lot 8. Block 41. being on the South
Eai*t corner of Ninth and Market Dtrccta. City of
Holland. The building# are all new. IthadcB-
Irable location for any kind of bulalnese. Term#eaay. I). TE ROLLER.
Hot. I. ant. Mich.. March 8. 1875. S-tf
Welton & Akeley,
(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)
DEALERS IN
Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Provisions^
Flour & Feed,
Bolted Meal,
Bran, Corn,
Oats, Potatoes,
Country Produce, Etc.
River Street, Holland.
Me##re Welton & Akeley have bought out the
atock and trade of M. P. VtBscrs and will continue
the bunlne## at the old stand. If good good# and
low price# will continue to draw them their heavy
trade they are sure to retain It. A general Invitation
I# extended to all to call and visit the crippled auc-
tioneer.
Holland, November 11. 1875.
Meat Market,
Jacob Kuite.
Since the dissolution ofour co-partnership, I am
carrying on this buslnessalone.at the OLD STORE,
where I can be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt -ana
fWih MtaU, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to see all our old friends, to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
Induce them to purchase their daily rations with
me.
I will sell cheaper than any
one In this City.
Holland. Feb. 14, 1874.
JACOB KUITE.
46 2-s
SOOTS & SHOES
- at -
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
Ladies,
Gents,
Youth and
Misses Wear.
Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876.
J. 0. DOESBTJRG,
niii m msmi
NO. 70, - - EIGHTH STREET.
Drugs,
Medicines,
Paints and Oils
Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store aa at any
other. Medicines warranted to be atrictly pure/
Trusses,
Chamois Skins,
Counter, Cloth,
Hair and
Paint Brushes.
All the leading Patent Medicines In the market
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold Id
bottle or by meaanre.
J. O. DOESBURG.
Hollaxd, Mich., July », 1878.
Nathan Kenyon. Banker.
HOLLAND, MICH., -~
b*3S2!
in the United State# and Europe. Partlcn I ar atten-
tion paid to the collection! of Banka and Bankers
Remittaneea made on day «f payment All bust
ness entrusted to me ehall nave prompt atten-
•olditmy office.
105 tf N. KENYON.
FOX SALE.
BOOTS & SHOES !
I have on hand a large stock of
Boots and Shoes
Of the neatest stylos and best qualltlc# which
I oiler at greatly redneed prices.
J. O. Bakker
Will be on hand to wait ol hi# Mends and cus
tomers and
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
D. B. K. VAN RAALTE.
JUST RECEIVED
A large stock of
Furniture,
Carpets,
Oil Cloths,
Wall Paper,
Window Shades,
Feathers & Feather Beds.
— also —
A, beautiful assortment of
Baby Carriages, Ac.
At Greatly Peduoed Prices
— AT —
J. M, Reidsema & Son.
Soots and Shoes.
A new stock of Goods has Just been opened, and
we can state to the Public that It has been
bought expressly for this season of the year.
It is of the Latest Styles' of
Ladies,
Youths,
Gents,
Misses
AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.
Onr Intention is to offer those goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and
examine.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
MU DONE ON SHOW NOTICE
Cash Paid for Hides
L. SPRIETSMA & SON
Holland, February 26, 1874.
-Kcl-ly
F. SLOOTER
Has just removed to his new and capacious
store on the corner of Fish and 8th street, opposite
Haverkate’s Hardware Store, where I will con-
itantly ktep on hand a fall stock of
Flour, Feed, Groceries
and Produce.
Which I will sell at
LOW PRICES For CASH Only.
I will also take Butter and Eggs in Ex-
change for our goods. Goods will bo
delivered inside of the City Limits
free of charge.
CASHFORCORN and OATS.
F. SLOOTER
CROCKERY!
' — :o:.
No money required down inquire of« A «,«,u J* yan landbgbnd,
Hotxun), April 10*
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.„ g. j. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10. 1875.
Something New !
P. H. Wilms,
WE WELL KNOWN
PUMP MANUFACTURER
P^pVhc^Iro^^^^WeVpomp'^and^is ZSft
furnish all and everybody with all kinds of Pnnnr
Force Pumps, tobber How, Largo Iron Vetse’l
He can also put down Drive well point* on wood-
en P0®!*' which la an improvement on both iron
FAKEWELL TO StfMMER.
BV OEOBG'. > BNOLD.
bi:uimt-r iH fading; tbo broad leaves that grew
s*o frtshly greeu when Jujp was yoimg,|[are
Ar-1. all the wL leper-haunted forest throngh.
The restless birds in saddened tones are calling,
.From rustling hazelccpte end tangled dell :
“ Farewell’ sweet Hummer,
Fragrant, fruity Summer,
Sweet farewell !”
Upon the win dy hills, in many a field,"
A mU Ichow ing that thalr harvaat-time la oVer,
Sing, half a lullaby and half a knell :
“ Farewell, sweet Summer,
Honey>laden Hummer,
Sweet farewell !"
of soft gray curls on either side of her
face, a coffee-colored complexion, two
bright gray eyes, a small mouth— and 'a
nose 1 The foregoing exclamation point
is not intended to imply that I was in
the habit of associating with persons
whose faces lacked that important fea-
ri^iass'i
holding' thfe paracma* nc'se^ ' A
To say that it was long gives but a
Taint idea of the actual state of the case,
but it was of a great length, and very
thin, and very pink, and a vast deal
Th s little brook tMt bubblei ’Slid the ferns. . J r
0 ’cr twisted rt*U and llti&y shallows playing, L
See ms fain to linger in Its edu'ed tunrt,
A nd with a plaintive, .njurlitig voico ta paying,
Sad der and sweeter than iny King c»n tell :
“ Farewell, pw^et iommtt,
Warm and dreamy Summer,
Sweet farewell w '
And mourns the Summer’s early-broken spellj:
“ Farewell, sweet Summer,
Rosy, blooming Summer,
Sweet farewell!’’
So bird, and bee, and brook, and breeze make moan
With melancholy song their loss complaining ;
I, too, must join them, as I walk alone
Among the sights and eonuds of Snmmer’i
waning; r/ n n . n
I, too, have loved the aetson pawing well :
So farewell, Summer,
Fair, bntfadnd Summer,
Swobt fare Well:
 -
a seta and a half.
1 i
Precisely a month after our marriage,
I— Mrs. -Algernon Sidney Westmoreland
—was informed by my lord and master
that such ami such business— imperative
enough, I owned— galled him immedi-
ately to the oontfteitt; and, although
both Mr. and Mrs. A» S. Westmoreland
murmured somewhat at fate and £600
per annutn, Algy was compelled to leave
me •• my lane,” and go on his way the
more than vffy unWefesaqA; it seemed,- “'Monsieur Yon Linden just gave it to
as it ^erp, to bfpfeling |nd invest i gat- pie now as I passed by the office.”
; ----- 1 I take it, and with trembling fingers
tear open the envelope and unfold the
bit of paper. A smile breaks over my
face and the blood resumes its place in
my cheeks— nothing more terrible than
ing everything, to oe inquiring andier-
leting out all visible and invisible ob-
jects, and to have quite an independent
character and time of its own. It ex-
tended well over the old lady's long up-
per lip ; and^ jij fyrief, it was not only a
nose that my companion was mistress of,
but a nose and a half. r
“ I hope I ddinot incommode you I”
The pleasant, courteous voice recalls me
,to my senses.
“ Not in the least, I assure you,” i
reply, casting one more furtive glance
at the nose.
“ 'Tis a little chilly— is it net? I think
I need more wrappings.”
With which the elderly lady arose and
took down one of her small canvas baa’s,
drawing therefrom a blue cloak, with
which she enveloped herself, and, suaj>
ping the catch, reinstated the bag in its
place.
“Can I not hand you your plaid?”
the elderly lady asked me, courteously,
before seating herself.
I glanced up as I answered her, &nd
read the small card that was neatly
on the bottom of her Satchel, “Mme. la
Comtesso de Girondelle, Paris.”
• “No, thanks. Ah, I beg ipardon, it
is chilly. I am sorry to trouble you,
but [ will take it, please.”
And she bauds it to me, resuming her
seat with a nice, cheerful smile. I
bu
un-
icklq the straps, unroll my plaid, and
wifeless* hnsbapd of month’s standing, leave my precious morocco case quite
He wan to be back' certainly in three hare with its brass mounting and pad-
weeks, if not sooner, and I was charged hock, and the new plate papa had put on
* -- .-a. A.i --- 1. it x i.. 3 it for my wedding-day.”to write hourly, to telegraph if I had
the headache, and to keep up a good
heart besides? Instead of fulfilling
which commands, I wrote— well, it is
true, almost hourly— in scraps; forebode
from telegraphing either my head or
my heartaches; and, alas for cheerful-
ness ! I moped about my bit of a house
in Bayswater, as though I was a widow
instead of a bride; stored at Algy’s big
photo over my bed; rem mbered, almost
with tears, thu 1 rod watched him com-
pletely ui. ol eight— a most unlucky
locfccling; tried the piano, but found
it out a sad reminder of our courting
days; poked my fingers in all the pock-
ets of ,^ho coats Algy had left at home,
but found nothing save a few. old envel-
opes; gazed at au. iny hew gowns, and
felt no inclination to put them on; and
last, but by ho means least, feasted my
eyes on mv sole dot — a superb set of
diamonds that had been in my family
for ever ho many years, and that my
Let me assist you,” Mme. la Com
tesse says politely, helping me on with
my big shawl * 1 Fellow- travelers should
be on excellent terms, especially when
they chance to be two ladies voyaging
alone. You have been on the Continent
before, Lpteenhie ? The Euglisb Mies
are suchdadies-for sight-seeing.”'" '
“ No,” I replied, bashfully, and— why
I know not-^feeling -xnortilled to think
that I had not been, abroad befprd.
“No! Is ft possible? You are so
self-possessed that I imagined you famil-
iar with all these scenes.
Worthy Comtesse ! Her eyes were
beginning to fail her, I feared.
“ I— ah, alas ! I have been many
times over Europe, aud alone also, since
the death of my husband.”
Here it occurred to me to wonder,
with another furtive glanoe, how any
man could have married such a nose,
“You are going to Baden to join your
mother and father— to F - ? I will sofather, eveh iu his 'darkest days, Would
iu qq wise EarkwdlM Thare.W^negk-J gladly, chaperone you so far as in my
lace and cross, a brooch, and a pair of poor pgWel, I know iftat it is to be so
earrings with exquisite pendents that yoiing, though never so pretty”— with
the Comtesse’s pretty apartment— en
troisieme, it is true, but affording a de-
lightful view of everything aud every-
body that shall pass. I am seated
aloue, for my friend has gone down to
see to the arrangement of her bag-
gage. She returns, her face full of
alarm, and a coarse, reddish envelope in
her hand.
“jBe not alarmed, my child; 'tis a
telegram for you, I think. 4 Mme. A.
S. Westmoreland’, ’ ” reads the elderly
lady from the wretched thing in her
hand.
one could detach at pleasure; a bracelet
and ring, that pqt Algy's solitaire, spark-
.ing on my small third finger, to the
most unquestionable blush; but I loved
the solitaire with most unreasonable paa-<
sion, and, in’ebntrast, looked coldly on
the nine- stoned g^m lying, among its
fellows in the atfroedo cate; nothing
would induce me to wear it.
One week, two, three ; Algy was not
at home, and was not coming. I was to
join him at L\ Manche. He could not
lie spared to come and fetch me, so I was
to go to him, and alone, without even
the meager “ protection ” of a maid, and
with naught save the sense of being
Mrs. Algernon Sidney Westmoreland as
a shield add bn elder for my timidity,
my nineteen years and babyish face, and
a journey of five days' duration. Still,
I did not dread % The idea of travel
iu itself alone was enchanting to my un-
traveled soul ; the idea that I was to see
Algy in something short of a week, and
feel his big brown mustache on my
mouth, redoubled |he enchantment in a
most singular manner ; and, moreover,
in the fact of pc •forming this voyage
unattended there was to me a sweet
:flavorof unaccustomedness, so to speak,
that quite bewitched me, as I rehearsed
the deportment I should display to ad-
miring tourists over the packing of my
brand-new. trunk.*, ;, /
I crossed the Channel, sufficient to
say, not less a sufferer from mal-de-mer
than any woman on board the pitching,
lurching vessel ; and, after three hours
at the Hotel Nationale for refreshment
and rest, I took my seat ill the railway-
cars bound for P - , where I was, ac-
cording to Algy's express injunctions,
“ to stay at the Hotel du Bon-Dieu over
night,”— armed tfith a small traveling-
bag,. containing sundry necessaries, in
the one hand, and my shawl-straps in the
other, girded around my thick blanket
diamonds, which I was too muon afraid
of losing to trust in my trunks, kntwing
full well that the company would not h#
I settled myself and my possessions
with just the faintest flavor of foreign
accent, spoke :
^ Are you expecting a companion f 1 Is
this seat engaged?” pointing to the onebeddeme. •
** No— ob, no P I answered.
•“ With your permission, then?”
^Certainly, madame.”
I looked tip then at the perpdn whose
two smaU canvas bags and one wicker
basket were deposited on top of my own
portable luggage in the side- rack— a tall,
old— well, perhaps I should use the
milder form— elderly lady, with bunches
a sigh— “and voyaging alone.”
“You are very kind,” I reply, with a
feelingwf great aetififtc^op as I take in
the ijlei of t>n£e £are, bedng dependeqt-jjrlot is gone?
npon^flome one— whitu is to tell the munifiatin^
truth, my normal state— and that some
one a worthy elderly lady, although with
more than the uaual share of nose.
“But I am not going to F - , only to
Baden - ”
“ So ?” interrupts the Comtesse, with
a smile of genuine delight “Tata to
Baden myself. The waters have been
prescribed for me by my pbvsician.”
“Yes?” I say, interestedly. “I am
sorry that I do not stay there. I go
right nn by coach to P-f — , and thence
to La Manche, where”— I blush pain-
fully at this point— “ my husband awaits
44 Your husband !”— The Comtesse ut-
ters a little scream of astonishment.
44 My child— une enfant ! veritablement !
Ah, what is this age arriving at ?”
I laugh a small, happy, foolish laugh,
and proceed to give the Oomtesse a brief
resume of the principal events in my
history— chiefly consisting, I can assure
you, in my courtship, marriage, wed-
ding (including my dot, which reposes
in the rack), Algy’s imperative tour, and
my now going on to be with him once
more after nearly four weeks of otuel
separation ; to all of which the Comtesse
listened attentively and courteously,
with interest, and little, sympathetic,
womanly smiles and nods. Before I
have finished, I think her the most de-
lightful, motherly, charming lady that I
have ever encountered— were it not for
her nose ; bat I endeavored to avoid
looking at that, and strive to rivet my
attention solely on her bright eyes and
pleasant smile. : , i
Mme. la Comtesse in return confides
to me her card— a fac simile of that so
neatly tacked to her satchel— and tells
me that la Comte is Jong since deceased,
leaving her the mistress of a small inde-
pendence ; that she resides in London,
sA’ifrssiK'a
“ Wait over a day at Baden. I will join you
on Saturday evening. Aloy.”
I read it aloud to the Comtesse, who
shares my joy in charming fashion, and
instantly offers to ring the bell, summon
the hostess, and secure me a room at
once for my stay. I accede gracefully,
and ere long am comfortably— nay, lux-
uriantly-ensconced in a bright, ele-
gantly-furnished room adjoining the
suite of the Comtesso— in fact, oommuni-
cating with it by a door, which I beg
may stand open, as I am considerably
more than timid.
After a sumptuous supper, served in
my new friend’s apartment, with great
neatness, by a pretty, blue-eyed Ger-
man girl, I make my excuses and retire.
I am, in truth, worn out with sleepless
nights in railway- coaches, and am very
thankful when I find myself once more
in a veritable bed. I dream— a queer,
confused mass of nonsense— and, amid
the vagaries of my night in the hotel of
Monsieur von Linden, I dream that I am
suffocating, smothering with some
strange-smelling stuff held tightly over
my mouth ; then that it is removed, and
that I can see distinctly, although I can
move no more than if I were a stone. I
see that the communicating little door
between my room and the Comtesse’s
little parlor stands open, letting in a
flood of bright, warm candle-light;!
see a woman in a rose-colored wrapper
gliding stealthly about my apartment.
She is young, and a pretty woman with
short, very blonde hair curling all over
her head, and she keeps walking care-
fully about my room, peering into this
Comer and that, under my clothes, un-
der the lounge- cushion, and into the
chest of drawers ; and finally she creeps
up to the bed. I feel her hands crawl-
ing over the blankets, .and at last search-
ing under the piied-up pillows beside
me— for what? My dot, my precious
diamonds, which I placed there for
safety. I try to scream, but cannot ; I
am as silent as the dead, and I watch
her,, helplessly, recross the’ room, glide
through the door, close it, and then no
more.
When I awake in the morning, the
bright Baden sunshine is streaming in
my windows, and I feel strangely rw-
rested; my eyes ache, and my temples
throb. I rise and close the creaking
abutters. As I do so I hear a low wail
from the apartment of the Comtesse, and
like a flash of lightning my dream oc-
curs to me. I make one plunge to the
, bed again, pull aside the pillows— my
A knock comes at the com-
ca g door, accompanied by an-
other wail.
“Come in!” I cry, as I sit staring
distractedly about me.
“Ah, Mme. Westmoreland I What
have I here? Ah ! ah ! my few jewels
gone ! The thieves, the burglars ! Ah !
I will have satisfaction from Mons. von
Linden ! Ah ! what will become of me ?”
The Comtesse had then been robbed
also, poor lady ! She was well nigh be-
side herself as she recounted to me
almost my own experience; the sensa-
tion of suffocation, and of hearing some
one walking stealthily about her room.
As my new friend said nothing about
having seen the robber, I held my peace,
being rather ashamed of telling what I
now know tuust have been a dream,
mixed up, oddly enough, with truth.
When I told her my misfortune, she.
condoled with me in the most tender
and heartfelt mailner, and between her
tears over her own petit bijoux, tried,
in her pretty French fashion, to suggest
ways to me of recovering my splendid
gems. But, while the Comtesse made
her toilet with all possible haste, and
flew down to worthy Monsieur von Lin-
den, I sat like a small statue staring at
the tumbled pillows, and then began to
cry like a baby, which performance I
kept up a full hour at least, and at last
determined to do nothing. In reality
there was nothing for me to do, for my
husband was traveling toward me just
as fast os steam could bring him, and,
as I assured the Comtesse,! felt that,
“when Algy came, all would be dis-
covered.”' K. ‘Mil ''"I
Bo I whiled away the long day gazing
at the passers-br out of the Comtesse’s
windows, and listening to her alternate
We get on famously, the Comtesse
and I, and I think joyously of how glad
Algy would be to know of my being un-
der the wing of so charming and educa-
ted a person. In fact, at the end of our
fourth day together, I feel as if I had
known the Comtesse all my life, and I
feel sure also that she likes me. The
nose oppresses me frequently, but I
rr'sassaa&srffi
somewhat ameliorates the situation.
Ofifriday eveniM.al i o’clock we ar-
rive # Baden, and, as the Southern
train does not start for twohottrs yet. I
accept my new friend’s offer of spending
the time with her at her hotel quite
gratefully.
I am installed in the little parlor of
moans over her own gems, and descrip-
tions of the gayetiesqf Baden in the
gone gaming days, When she was young.
She was a true daughter of La Belle
France, volatility itself, and indeed I
envied her quick spirite tliat mournful
day in Baden. At 6 o’clock Algy would
be with me, and it was 6 o’clock now.
A knock at the doori' Another of those
detestable} terrifying pinkish envelopes
the Comtesse hands me; and I read it
while she, with adjhflted glasses, peruses
1
bursting into tears, Sf niy $7®* ^  on
the scrawled message:
“ Impottibl* to oome on ; a)»rt at onoe. ,
•‘Alcit."
“Ah, mon enfant l what is it! Let
me assist yon. An,, mon ange 1 dry those
tears, for yonr husband must not see
your beautiful eyes spoiled when he
comes.” •' m ,
11 He’s not coming 1° I exclaim, with
a fresh sob. “ Bead that, Madame.”
“ Ah, 'tis too much ? Well, he says to
go to him, my darling, and so you see 1
him just now, immediately. Yss— though
I grie\e to part with you, still— the train
leaves in an hour, and ’tis’ best il faut
obeir un maris, n’est-oe-pas ?”
With the assistance of the Comtesse, I
hastilly pack my things in my bag, and
strap up the, alas ! empty shawl, array
myself m mv traveling hat and veil, and,
cheered by her kind, motherly words, I
start in the little hackney-carriage for
the depot. I arrive there, buy my ticket
of the surly Austrian official, with quiv-
ering fingers, and am just about to step
into the coach, when I met my husband
face to face ! I fall into his open arms
without regard to the 800 waiting travel-
ers, and he, with equal indifference,
exclaimsjf ..I ;•  I
“My God ! my little Dorothea, what
is the matter ? Where have you been ?
Where are you going ?”
He puts me into the hack, and bids the
man drive back to the hotel of Monsieur
von Linden.
During that twenty-minute drive
through the streets of Baden, I managed
—being a brief, direct little woman— to
tell Algy my every word and movement,
from the moment I left Dover until the
moment I fell into his big, protecting
arms. He utters at the conclusion a pro-
longed and manly whistle, and then, in
a most ferocious voice, as&s, in one
breath, 44 If any man has spoken to or
looked at mo on the journey ?” and to
“show him the two telegrams.” I
answered “No,” emphatically, to the
question, aud produced the two bits of
coarse paper for my husband’s inspec-
tion.
“These are not genuine telegrams. I
sent you no telegrams, ” sa^s Algy, in a
very curious voice. ‘‘“I waited and
waited last night and ttf-day till I almost
went mad ; and then I came after you.”
We reached the hotel. My husband
is a gentleman of few words, but he has
given me some very minute instructions.
I go up stairs and knock, much after the
manner of a maid, on the door of Mme.
la Comtesse de Girondelle. No answer.
Again I knock, this time even louder,
with a like result. A waiter comes by,
and informs me that the Comtesse has
gone ont to spend the evening with a
sick friend in the Heidelberg btrasse. I
return to Algy, who bids me array my-
self becon ingly ; that lift is going to take
me to the Kursaal to see a little gayety
and hear a good deal of good music.
Mr. Westmoreland has a dark, not a
sinister, expression on his comely face
as he issues his mandates, and at the
same time puts himself into the dress
suit I have brought in my trunks from
London for him.
We are soon driven to the Kursaal,
soon hear the band playing one of the
loveliest things under the sun — the
44 Dichter unt Bauer ” overture. I march
around on Algy’s arm, too happy to
speak, with only the vision of my lost
dot to trouble me, about which Mr.
Westmoreland is singularly reticent aud
singularly hopeful ; aud occasionally the
face— especially the nose — of the Com-
tesse comes across rae, and I innocently
wonder what she will say to-morrow at
breakfast when she sees Algy and me
back again? We are meandering around,
when I suddenly give a little scream.
“What is it?” Algy soys, frowning.
“There she is I don’t yon see? with
all my diamonds on !” That’s the wo-
man, Algy— that’s the woman I” Algy
looks; so do I. She is leaning her arm
on one of the tables, and sipping wine
from a gobletr-the same woman that I
watched in my dream, only I see her
clearly now. Tall, with a fair complex-
ion, a small mouth, a perfect little
sh-aight nose, two bright gray eyes, en-
hanced by the artful black pencil and
lovely blonde hair, dressed with superb
artificial braids; she is attired in a rose-
colored satin gown, covered with black
late flounces, and she wears all my dot
sparkling and shimmering in her ears,
on her neck and bosom, and arm and
finger. •
Algy tells me to keep very still, and
presently puts me in the cab and leaves
me, with strict injunctions to the driver
to take mo back to the hotel of Monsieur
von Linden. As may be imagined, I
sleep but little that night, my husband
comes home late, very; says there is a
certainty, almost, of recovering my jew-
els; calls me 44 a nervous, foolish little
wife !” and bids me “go to sleep.”
Again the Baden sunlight shines in
the windows, and again I hear the Com-
tesse moving about her apartment, with-
out wailing, however, this morning. At
10 o’clock, just as Mme. la Comtesse’s
breakfast was being set before her on
the pretty, polished table, a burly gen-
tleman, accompanied by two police offi-
cers, came clattering up to the door-
nay, into her parlor itself— and' Algy and
I at the same mofnent also appeared to
pay our respects to my kind friend.
She greeted ns with charming polite-
ness, but uttered a little scream on be-
holding the burly gentleman who enter-
ed simultaneously with ourselves.
44 Nein, neinl” said the burly gentle-
man pleasantly; “ no screaming, Com-
tesse. Permit me j” I looked on with
indignation wnile the burty gentleman
literally proceeded to scalp the Comtesse
de GircndeUe: with fingers defter than
ah Indian’s he removed the entire
chevelure of gray, soft curls, leaving ex-
posed a beautiful head of blonde, wav-
ing hair. “ Nein, hein, no screaming !”
repeatea the burly gentleman, Suavely;
and then— I blush to record it — he
seized the long, pointed, investigating
nose of the Comtesse delicately, between
his thumb and forefinger, and— lifted it
gracefully into th® air. The Comtesse
did not follow; she remained seated on
her chair, displaying another nose !— a
8materrifiejht‘ w^® rv0Ge 1 &
“Yah, yah” exclaimed the burly gen-
tleman. Thereupon he took up a wet
napkin and proceeded to mb the face of
the Comtesse with vigor. In a few
moments the coffee-colored complexion
had disappeared, and the titled lady re-
joiced in a skin matching the hue of her
new nose.
“Yer are dis ladee’s diamonds?” in-
quired the official, courteously. The
Comtesse at once fainted, revived,
screamed, called on all the saints and
demons in the calendar to protect her
and annihilate the burly gentleman
respectively; finally she glanced in the
direction of the wardrobe, ,
Thence the official drew my morocco
cos©— my dot.
Algy took me away wholly in hysterics.
Algy swore that no eqrthly power should
lu/e him into leaving me alone for five
minutes again, so lone; as we both
lived. And I— I cannot help it— I look
with distrust— nay, aversion of the most
positive hind— upon any one who has a
nose that is pink and pointed, and even
one nail’s breadth longerthan it ought to
he.^Englifih Magazine.
The Summer In Spain.
A London Times correspondent in
Spain writes an amazing account of the
terrible beat which afflicted that country
during the past summer. The unusu-
ally high temperature s<jorched aud melt-
ed all interest in everything else. Rev-
olutions were comparatively cold, and
politics made no figure at all. The peo-
ple turned the twenty-four hours of the
day inside out, and all business neces-
sary to be done was done at night The
day was utterly dead, and the sun shone
on very few animate forms. Near Cadiz,
the location of the correspondent, the
temperature rose to 166 degrees in the
sun, aud field laborers remsed to at-
tempt to work under it at 7$d per day of
twelve hours. The chronicler relates
that while he was writing, at 11:30 p. m.,
the two candles on Ids table had bent
aud twined like snakes from the heat,
and were burning — flame downward,
and wasting on his table. Under such
conditions the sunshiny day was dodged,
and the night was converted into busi-
ness purposes. Only enough work was
done to sustain life for the time being,
and to do this the whole country was
illuminated with artificial light. The
people all abandoned the daytime by the
instinct of self-preservation and swarmed
under the umbrella of darkness for
safety.
Loudon Statistics.
The Metropolitan District of London,
which contains an area of 688 miles, was
guarded during the year 1875 by 10,227
policemen. Of these, however, 1,236
were employed at dockyards, public de-
partments, railway stations, etc., on spe-
cial duty ; the remaining 8,991 did the
usual police work. London still con-
tinues to grow. Doling 1875 there were
10,023 new houses built ; 169 new streets
and four new squares were opened, cov-
ering a length of nearly thirty miles,
and 8,775 new houses were in course of
erection. No less than eighty-seven
persons were killed in the streets, and
2,704 were maimed or injured. There
was a great increase in the number of
arrests for drunkenness, but the increase
in the number of other offenses and
crimes was but small.
Guileless Savages,
The Seneca nation of Indians, who
occupy a reservation in Warren county,
Penn., about forty miles in length, held
a special election for looal offioers last
week. This was rendered necessary by
the “crookedness” displayed at the reg-
ular election for the same purpose held
last May, when two tickets were placed
in the field, both of which claimed to be
successful. The matter was investigated
by the proper authorities of the United
States, who found the testimony so con-
tradictory and much of the voting so ir-
regular that it was impossible to arrive
at any decision in regard to the correct
result. Under these circumstances a
new election was ordered, which passed
off harmoniously.
The Slave Trade in Africa.
The slave trade still prospers in Africa.
Lieut. Cameron says that the whole of
Africa is now one vast slave field. The
slave trade is increasing, and whole dis-
tricts are desolated by it. He thinks
that by opening up the country to com-
mercial enterprise, and placing steamers
on tho Congo river, much can be done
toward destroying the inhuman traffic;
and Mr. Young, who recently explored
Lake Nyassa, says there are at least
20,000 slaves a year carried off from the
shores of the lake. The population on
the south and west were employed by
tiie Arabs to make war with the tribes
inland to the west, and those that were
captured were taken as slaves.
• Silver.
The one silver coin that is most in de-
mand in oar cities is the half dime, the
coinage of which was discontinued by
order of Congress in 1878. We could'
more easily dispense with the silver
dime, because two half dimes will at any
time make a dime, bnt it is rot so easy
to make two half dimes ont of a whole
one. In Chink they chop up th® ^eT
pieces and make change, but it cannot
be done readily here. On nearly alt our
city railroads the fare is one-half a dime,
and the nickel coins arc a nuisance ; in
Ban Francisco they repudiate them alto-
gether. We are all ready to join in the
cry, “Let us have peace!” but let us
have. half dimes also. ; il >, * >i, Vaccination. !< i •' v<
Vaccination is encountering much op-
position in the - north of England. A
rale of goods seized by the police in dis-
charge of a penalty for refusing to vac-
cinate a child took place early in August
at Denton. The anti vaccinators appeared
in force and field an open-air ttiss meet-
ing previous to the sale* A Methodist
minister condemned compulsory vacci-
nation and asked the crowd to subscribe
and buy in the propeaAy — a silver watch,
two pictures and iiiSable, A hat was
passed around, and the contumacious
citizen lost nothing throngh resistance to
THE BARBAROUS TURK.
.Cjnsnl General Schuyler*! Official Report
of Bis Investigations In Bulgaria— A
Catalogue of Horrors Exceeding all
Ttettutmi
Towns lUze
awwwa^wvswuo 'flu
 Pu-
ed and the Inhabitants SlAugh-
tere
„hW vvBaH 4 JilsU
The following 18 a portion of the pi
linpnyy report of Hr. Sohiiylir^Uie
American Consul General, to the Hon.
Horace Maynard, the American Minis-
ter, resident in Constantinople:
Daring the Inst witater add^ spring,
agendo! the Bnlgariah committee, at
Bucharest, inade' an agitation at Bul-
garia for an insnrrectioh < against the
Turkish government, and met with con-
siderable encouragement among the
younger part of the population. Owing
to the betrayal of the plot the insurrec-
tion broke out prematurely on the 1st of
May in the viflagefl of Klissora, Kop-
Panagnrishta, tf<rw>-SflO, Bel-
or two oth
rialitisa, I
lova, and, perhaj , one iers.
There was great alarm, and^even a panio,
numerous telegrams were sent to the
Ippopolis,'
3
Porte for regular troops, which, after
some delay, were refused. The beys of
Philippopolis and Adrianople practi-
cally seized on the government, and
armed the Mussulman inhabitants of the
towns and of the country, arms being
sent for that purpose_from Adrianople
and Constantinople. : These armed Mus-
sulmans, called irregular troops or
Baahi-Bazouks,were then, together with
the few, irregular troops at hand, sent
into a campaign against the Bulgarian
villagers, for the purpose of putting
down the insurrection and of disarming
the Christian population. But few Cir-
cassians seem to have been employed at
this time. Their settlements are east of
Adrianople. It was a levee en rmsse
of the Mussulman villages against their
Christian heighbors.
The insurgent villages made little or
no resistance. In many instances they
surrendered their arms upon the first
demand. Nearly all the villages which
were attacked by the Bashi-Bazouks
were burned and pillaged, as were also
all those which had been abandoned bv
the terrified inhanitants. The inhabi-
tants of some villages were massacred
after exhibitions of the most ferocious
cruelty, and the violation not only of
women and girls, but even of persons of
the 'other sex. These arinies were com-
mitted by fhh regular troopa as well as
by the Basin- Bazouks.
The number of villages which were
burned in whole or in part in the dis-
tricts of Pilippopdis, Roptchus, and
Tatar-Bazardjik is at least sixty-five.
[Mr. Schuyler here presents a tabu-
lar statement, showing the number of
houses, churches and schools destroyed
in eadh village. The total inmber of
houiss burned foots up 6,1G0 1 churches,
40; schools, 42.]
It is very difficult to estimate the num-
ber of Bulgarians who were killed dur-
ing the few. days that the disturbance!
lasted, but I am inclined to put 15,000
as the lowest for the districts I have
named.
The manner in which the troops did
their work will be seen from a few de-
tails gathered on the /spot from persons
who escaped from the massacre.
Perustitsa, a town of 400 houses and
between 3,000 and 4,(X)0 iphahitan^,
took nouctilp part in the insurrection.
Becoming alarmed by tire attitude of the
Turks in the neighboring villages, the
inhabitants sent a deputation to Aziz
Psaha, the mutessarif of Philippopolis,
to defend them. He returned them a
written message that he had no troops to
send, and that they must defend them-
selves. When the Bashi-Bazouks ap-
peared before the town they therefore
refused to surrender, entrenched them-
selves in a church, retreating finally to
another, and held out for five days, until
they saw the regular troops under
Rashid Pasha, when the remainder
gave themselves up. Many of the in-
habitants escaped at the beginning cf
the struggle, but many were shot down.
on the points of bayonets and sabers,
while little children were made to bear
the dripping heads of their comrades.
This scene of rapine, lust, and murder
was continued for three days, when the
survivors were made to bury the bodies
ot the dead. The perpetrators of
these atrocities were chiefly regular
TUSSUM BEY’S EXPLOITS.
Klissura was nearly twice the size of
Perustitsa and proportionately richer, os
many of the inhabitants were engaged in
the manufacture of attar of roses, and
many were merchants traveling through
the country. The insurrectionary move-
ment began here on the 3d of Hay, but
it was not until the 12th that the Bashi-
Bazouks, under the command of Tussum
Bey, of Korlova, attacked the place. A
few shots were fired, when the villagers
surrendered and fled to Komislitista and
to the mountains. Mbto than 250 Bul-
garians were killed, chiefly ''women and
children.
Panagurishta (Otluk-kul) -was attacked
by a force of regular troops, together
with Bashi-Bazouks, on the 11th of May.
Apparently, no message to surrender was
sent. After a slight opposition on the
part of the insurgents the town was
taken. Many of the inhabitants fled,
but 3,000 were massacred, the most of
them being women and children. Of
these about 300 belonged to the town of
Panagurishta, and the others to nine
neighboring villages, the inhabitants of
which had taken refuge there. Four
hundred buildings, including the bazaar
and the largest and best houses, were
burned. Both churches were complete-
ly destroyed, and almost leveled to the
grpund. In one an old man was violated
on the altar and afterward burned alive.
Two of the schools were burned, thfl
third — looking like a private house-
escaped. From the. numerous state-
ments made to me; Wdly a woman in
the town escaped violatibh and brutal
treatment. The ruffians attacked chil-
dren of 8 and old women of 80, sparing
neither age nor sex. Old men liad their
eyes tom out and their limbs cut off and
left to ^ie unless some charitably dis^
men gave them the final thrust'
Pregnant women iere ripped open And
the unborn babes carried tnumnliantlvtriumphantly
the death of1 fourteen Mussulmans, two
of whom were women who were killed
with frms in their liands during a con-
flict with a party that refused to sur-
render to the insurgents.
While pillage feigned supreme at
Koprishtitsa, and lust at Panagurishta,
at Batdk the Turks seemed to have no
stronger passion than tko thirst for
blood. This village surrendered with-
out firing a shot, alter a promise of safe-
ty, to the Bashi-Bazouks, under the
command of Ahmed Aga, of Burutina, a
chief the rural police. Despite his
promise, the few arms once surrendered,
Ahmed Aga ordered the destruction of
the village and the indiscriminate slaugh-
ter of the inhabitants, about 100 young
girls being reserved to satisfy the lust
of the conqueror before they, too, should
be killed, I saw their bones, some with
the flesh still clinging to them, in the
hollow on the hillside, where the dogs
were gnawing them. ’ Not a house is now
standing in the midst of this lovely val-
ley. The saw-mills— for the town had a
large trade in timber and sawn boards—
which lined the rapid little river are all
burned, and of the 8,000 inhabitants not
2,000 are known to survive. Fully 5,000
persons, a very large proportion of them
women and children, perished here, and
their bones whiten the ruins or their
putrid bodies infect the air. The sight
of Batah is enough to verify all that has
been said about the acts of the
Turks in repressing the Bulgarian
insurrection. And yet I saw it
three months after the massacre. On
every side were human bones, skulls,
ribs, and even skeletons, heads of girls
still adorned with braids of long hair,
bones of children, skeletons still encased
in clothing. Here was a house, the
floor of which was white with the ashes and
charred bones of thirty persona burned
alive there. Hero was the spot where
the village notable, Trandattl, was
spitted on a pike and then roasted, and
where he is now buried ; there was a
foul hole full of decomposing bodies ;
here a mill-dam filled with swollen
corpses ; here the school-house, where
200 women and children who had taken
refuge there were burned alive, and
iere the church and church-yard, where
ully 1,000 half- decayed forms were still
0 be seen, Ailing the inclosuro in a
leap several feet high, arms, feet and
ieads protruding from the stones which
lad vainly been thrown there to hide
hem, and poisoning all the air.
Since, my viail, by orders of. .the
Mutessarif, Ihe Kaimakam of Tatar
Bazardjik was sent to Batak with some
lime to aid in the decomposition of the
bodies and to prevent a pestilence.
Ahmed Aga, who commanded at the
massacre, has been decorated and pro-
moted to the rank of Ynzbashi.
Eugene Schuyleb.
Flogging a (iarroter in England.
A prisoner named William Leonard,
who was convicted of a highway robbery
with violence upon a young lady in Lin-
coln’s Inn Fields, at the last session of
the Central Criminal Court, received,
recently, in Newgate, the first install-
ment of thei forty lashes awarded him.
The prisoner had been previously
flogged in 1870 for a previous offense,
and the present is said to be almost the
only instance in which the punishment
of the cat has not proved effectual in
preventing the offender from repeating
acts of violence ; and Mr. Commissioner
Kerr, having regard to this fact and the
prisoner’s previous bad character, sen-
tenced him to undergo two separate
floggings of twenty lashes each at an in-
terval of one month, and then to be kept
in penal servitude for seven years. The
prisoner, it is stated, greatly dreaded
tl^e punishment, and frequently appealed
to the Governor to relieve him from it.
Eighty Years a Soldier.
On the 15th of August last Marshal
Von Wrangel celebrated the eightieth
anniversary of the day on which he re-
ceived his first oommission in the Prus-
aay. In 1796 Frederic William
King, his famous uncle had been
sian arm
II. was
un*? nwwiwoo e uw u x guuu dead but ten years, Gen. Bonaparte bad
troops commanded by Hathr Pasha, just achieved European fame by hit first
The Turks claim and the villagers admit Italian campaign, and Washington wastpflgn _
President of the United States; Jena
was still ten years off, and Waterloo
nineteen. In the interval Prussia was
to be reduced to a third-rate State, her
army limited to 42,000 men, and a
French Emperor was to take away the
sword of Frederick the Great “from the
keeping of a nation unworthy to retain
it.” These gloomy days passed away;
but Wrangle was to live into another
age of troubles— to see a Prussian rev-
olution, Frederick William IV. refusing
the imperial crown of Germany, and a
' French Empire menacing thenew re
unity of the fatherland. Finally he has
)d to hear of the wonderful events oflivei
1870-1. The life of the veteran has ex-
tended qvpr mQm4han.li
of \\iq ErtisAmfi ioWhy,
yet Iflj'yeaife. old. . li his *• ekrijt yam
he might have conversed with a survivor
of the wars of Marlborough, and even
listened to itotoflptei by an ey!-witneas
of Frederick L’a dorbnatiou.* *
Playing tfhost.
A few nights ago a party of Vicksburg
young ladies induced one of their male
acquaintances to cover himself with a
sheet and sally forth to play the ghost
on another party of young ladies, which
was expected to come along the street.
The ghost went out, but before coming
up with the girls met a young man, who,
being curious to know if a ghost would
stand fire, whipped out his pistol and
began to shoot The ghost didn’t stand
it two seconds.
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Sherman Reuse, Chicago, 111.
“ The truly great stand upon no mid-
dle ledges;” “ they are either famous or
unknown. ” Thfl^' * ‘ Bherman House ”
has a national reputation, and is one of
the most popular in Chicago,
of this renffwne"The rates ow d hotel have
been reduced to $3 per day for all rooms
above the parlor floor without baths.
Only 50 Cents for Six Months.
The Chicago Ledger y a large 48-col-
umn paper, will be sent to any address
six months, postpaid, for fifty cents.
The Lfdd&er is cheapest and beet
paper in 1 the couiitry. Address Thb
Ledger, Chicago, 111.
At our request Cragin & Co., of Phila-
delphia, Pa., have prom . < t to send any
of our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen
cents to pay postage) a sample of IA)b-
bins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at Ofioe.
—
Wilhoft's Tonic I— A Safe, SItre
and Scientific Cum [—The uuprooed anted
aale of this world-renowned medicine proves
incontestably that no remedy has superseded
the use of this reliable Tonic.. * No spleen hag
been found so hard ^  not to yitld to its soften-
ing influence, and no liver so hypertrophied as
not to give up its long-retained bilious secre-
tions, and no Chill or Fever lias yet refused to
fall into line. - Q. It. Finlay k Co., Proprie-
tors, New OrltonL i j
Fob Sale by all Djujooists.
Missionaries and others sojourning in
foreign lands should not fail to take with them
a good supply of Johnson s Anodyne Liniment.
It is the most reliable medicine for all purposes
there is in the world.
Chapped hands, face, pimples, ring-
worm, saltrheum, and other cutaneous affec-
tions cured, and rough skin made soft and
smooth, by using Juniper Tar Soap. lie care-
ful to cet only that made by Caswell, Hazard
i Co., New York, as there are many imitations
made with common tar, all of which are worth-
less.
Contagious diseases, such os horse
ail, glandor, etc., may bo prevented by the. use
of Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Pouxlcrs.
Persona traveling with Horses should take note
ot this. VI : <
Fortunes fob All.— Agents wanted.
Address bullion Mining Cp., 176 Broadway, N.Y.
Sinn imiTvnnv
medical officer of the prison, was con-
any remission of the punishment. The
moment he was brought into the room
where the punishment was to be inflict-
ed, the reporter says, he began howling
and appealing to Mr. $mith and Dr.
Gibson’to have mercy upon him, and it
ifficulty tifetiie
g-Block. 4ttheflr8fc;,
was with wasH
fixed to to©
stroke he shrieked for mercy, and urged
the warder who was administering the
punishment not to give it him too hard.
He continued shrieking and crying all
the time the punishment was being in-
flicted, and when it was completed he
pretended to faint, and he was then taken
back to his cell.
A Revelation from the Monwte. ( J ; i
While engaged in exploring an , an-
cient monad" Champaign eoanty,
Ohio, Dr. Thomas Moses fell into it.
The enthusiastic doctor was dug out by
his frien^v.whoj were rewarded by find-
ing and renroVing-rourpkrfeet skeletons
of grown persons and two of children.
This makes eight in this mound. They
also found about 100 oonoh-shape sea-
shells lying aboifh tfye- neck of one of
the children, and about as many pearl
grown per-beads about the heck of a 
son. Mica plates, crescent shape, and
a peculiar shaped1 polished stone orna-
ment, probably an insignia of rank, were
also found. ™u‘' l*“> ------- * 7i *
regular"
alternately „ ___
over and about them was a large amount
of charcoal and ashes. ’ The scientists
are much elated over their success.
tl* 1 / k a Day. Employment for ell. Chromo A Note! Mr
O A U Catalogue free. Felton A Co., IIP Nneaeu St., N.Y
Profitable. Pleasant work . hundred* now ta-
ilored ; hundreds more wen ted. M N Lorell, Erie. Fa
AkTHMA SPECIFIC, -B®rt In th» World..
T. POPHAH * CO., 19 S. 9th St, Phil*., P*.
flfl a Week Selin flutranteed to male and female. Bend
all stamp for dromkra. E. M. Bodlne, Indlanap’U*, Ind.
$2 at N SA Yvt^Write
$55 2 $77 Sd1H - E-Augusta. Maine.
$20 a Day. EOW TO HAKE IT. Something nevand talable^ QOf., YOKQEdt CO.,£t, Louii.JIt.
Vyr** J rrt y
OS! ActreadeS 6c— 8 peclAl Subject*. 15o,S for 9Bo.
Co.. Swan
PHOTO B! readessc— S
Rare Book List for stamp. Adam* A
, B anton, Vt.
WANTED, AGENTS to lell new
rr article*. Pay* immensely. Bene
A. W. JpNKS A CO., 161 LaS*U*
and fait-Belllng
S d for catalogue.
’ " St, ChioagOTiU.
SSASYSESsO•DEATH)Send 25oChicago.
!HF, S
cultu
3.J.
g Outfits FOOTPRINTS of the AGES, Onr
! FREE r feat
PENSIONS
|n the U,B. service ; also, penslofu Increased. An vice free.
Wf? A C -The cheloe*t In the world-importer*
X iJflkhJ* price*— Largest Company In America—
staple article— pleaMe everybodjr—Trade continually In-
creaalng— Agent* wanted everywhere -beat indaoemente
-don’t waste tirae-eend for Circular to
ROBT. WELLS. «3 V***y St. NTT.P. O. Bo* 1«87.
A NOVELTY.
Cards, eoatalntof ascent when held to the light (66
designs), sent postpaid for % cents ; I packs, 6 nnmas, |L
No othsr card-printer has the sam*. Agents wanted : out-
At 10 ots. Oakd-Paimu, Look-Box D. Ashland, Mass.
<fcin Ann agents wq)IUfUUU a week, or A500
ohromos, stationery packages, watches, Jewelry, etc.;
special terms given to agents; valuable samples, with
catalogue, sect free ; a 16-karat solid gold Watch given as
premium. R. L Flktcbkb, II Dey Street New York
 forfeited. New noveltlee,
j
T>E!VNSYLVA1VIA MILITARY ACADKi
JL MY. Chruter, Penn., Reopens Ksntomber 13.
Tuorough Instruction in Civil and Mining K
the Classics
apply to
instruction Engineering,
s. and English Branches. For Circulars,
COL. THKO. HYATT, Pros. P. M. A.
Agent* for " Nsvtns’ Explanatory Stock Doc-
tor," s full treatise, with prescriptions, on
REVOLVER fi&MK "5»
SJ, ~’0. 64 pu, Catalogue J ret.
Sporting Goods, Novelties, Rare Books, eto. New Goods
for Agmts. BALDWIN A GO., Ill Nassau St, N. Y.
•R. R. Fare Reduced. Tslgtraphlng Fret,
"^enchers,
ookkerpers,
epnrter*.
At Baylixh' Groat Bualncsi College, Keokuk, lows.
S0O pays board, tuition, etc. GOOD SITUATIONS.
MiIf you want the beet eelling articlein the world and aeolld gold patentlever wstob, free of oost, write stE A CO., 705 Broadway, N. Y.
Al '“'•5,*ape- «w«*l<wfVf/, ofoortB Chromin. Cmvoni, »iiil lirnatlfnl Picture
H wr yjw t tiirn.wutnm. ml l I’miriw nU n f^__aaa0-_^HC*rcli uf nwt'il mtD,wiiai(D, Mil I’mldrnU o f
iHTTbral AdJrtiiyiilliDg, Reward, Mnttn, Comic. Mil Train-
pat flit C»M«. 1S5 1 am pi ri, worth S5, imt poitpaM fortlft canti.
J. H. UL'FFOItD'SHONS, UOSTON. MASS. EiuWlibrd 1SJ0.
The LOVER 8Vw'£&r"
vnQdtrful and and amusing Instrumeni svtr Invented. Secret
cuntcriailon can be carried on bom dlflirsnl roema, ao-oee lb*
itreeu Sc., without detection, a child can nie It {^Agents
Mmple pair
Fletcher A Co., WUUanuburgh.N. t. t
Mantl'd to take ordere for It. Bell* Ilk* hoi sake*,
•eat for too. Addreu,
A B0 OK for the MILLION.
medical aBvice
Citarrh, lUiplurr. Opium Habit, ft c., SENT t'UEE on receipt
Cl itsmp. Aildrou,
Dr. ButU'DIrpeniary No. 12 N. 8th iL, St. Louis, Ma
(\ AGENTS WANTED FOB HISTORY
lENTENl EXHIBITION
It sells faster than any other book. One agent told
73 copies In two days. Send for our extra terms to
Agent*. National Publuhino Go., Chicago, III
CHICAGO COLLEGE OF MIDWIFERI
And Diseases of Women and Children.
The regular course for Ladies begins Oof. 2, And last*
ten weeks. Beside* the daily lecture*, practical Instruc-
tion at the bedside 1* given in tho lying-in department
iduntes. For purlieu-Diploma* at the mid of term to gmilu
lars address ClL P. GluiUM, M. D.. Prssldent.'or Mre.
idwife.7,) Chicago, 111.
PATTON'S AMERICAN PEOPLE I
Th* Prr** calls It “ the best" where flimsy “Den.
!) pace*,tonnial Histories" have no chance ; 1030 egn*, Ilia*,
trstton*. Autographs, Map*, Charts, etc. I'rjr* In*. A
< Steel Engraving (now at Memorial Art Hall, Centeu-i ori
nial Kx position )giten to subscrilmr*.
CANVASSERS wanted on lifreralIS ll  terms.
J. n. FORD & CO., New York and Chicago.
$15 SHOT GUN
a double hei rel gun. bar or from action locks; warraulud geo-
uhirtwut barrets, and a («A shooter, on hosalb; with Flask
Poifcb and V Bd-cuttrr, for $15. Can be aent C. O. D. with priv-
ilege «o examine before paving hill. Rend Ktatnp for circular to
V. 1’OWF.LL ft BON, Gun Uralera, J38 Moln 8t., Clnolunbtl, O.
SHEET MUSIC !
Rend me WO cent* and a 3-cent atamp, and I will send
you, by return mail, four copyright songs by Barry
Collins, beautifully printed, regular sheet music slr.e';
"New Plantation Timeh," •‘The JIkaht Know*
Whkre ib Homk" (veiYsW^).’,?FfatLD 'o Baulky ’’
(Scotch and very pretm, "Faith's Biuoht Winos"
(devotional). J. M. STEWART, Franklin. Mass.
The California Grangers eroeot to
ship 600,000 tons of wheat to England
this fall.
Taos. McMichabl, Attorney, TCffSanaum Phlla.,
FRKB 'M ALf r Pictures dll ________
1th fall descriptions. Bend 3 cent stamp for post-
K. MULLEN. J» Mott St, New York City.
lilff
MOffif
Hade rapidly with Stencil end Key Cheek
Outfits. Catalogue and sample* FREE.
S.M.Spenosr.KT Wash. St. Boston, Mass.
WELL AUGER!
our Auger Book. U. 8. Auger C
The beet in the
world. Send for
.Auger Co., 8t. Louis, Mo.
B. F. BURNHAM'S
187# Turbine
WATER WHEEL
Has displaced hundreds of othsr
Turbines, bat has newer bren it-
self displaced. Pamphlet free.
N. f. BURNHAM. York, Pa.
DA V made
oper*Ui|
JLLAVOEB. Bores
* belt from SO to 40 lucbei In diame-
ter, 100 feet * day Mfy. Bead for
lUsswmted catalogue, fclevatas Ihe
dirt wUboat removing the shafting.
O. MARTIN^-^
Patentee ft Proprietor,
BtoomJUU, Imoa.
MAMMOTH RYE.
Correspondence invited. Agents Want'd.
ROOFS
.r
Why not mdkf yonr Ho* ft Ian * yime, tnd n,„ „
. J|W ___ .. _ ___ _______
effects of water and wind, but shield yuU from Fu
.jold hoofs.
Ihrofect your Building* by nalng Slate Pslnt. which
neither crarkt in winter norreni in samiuer. o/-f
shingle roofs can be pslnted lopklmg m«rA bwi«r. •m-t
imw shlnwbw Wl'hont the p.ln\ forlotting longer than i . .......
one-fourth the cost of r*4htnfUM. On dewy "I >1,, . ,/##
It fills up tho holes and pores, ana gives anew
roof, that l**t* (or yeeifl., CajUd ot trarped shlng i * 4
brings to their plaoes «*<( keept them there. Tiu-i .iint
requires no heating, Is applied with a brash, and v.-ryflUMss sew a* vee «**•(, a4 A |k ioawiin A D u^n n<1 ery
ornamental. It la ehorolatt color, when Urst applied,
jrm slate color, and Is to all Intent*but chasges to ft unifo \
and purposes elate. .. , .
ON TIN OR IRON ROOFS
the red color If the 5»*f paint Jn (h* world for dnrahlllty.
One coat equals # of any other.
FIRE-PROOF NSW ROOFS.
MUls, foundries, factories and dwelling* a eper/atiy.
Materials complete for a kc»» steep or fiat Roof of H»U*r
Roofln*, oost but about half tho price of re-shlngljng.
For private houses, bams, and building* of all deecrip.•crip.
In the world
ornamental
tions, it la far superior to aag other rooting li
for convenience In laving, and combines Ute
appearance, JuraW/lfy-and /rrproof qualities of (fa, at
onrJhtrd the co*f. No Tar or Urriwel Used.
1 How to tare re-shlngllng— sfon leaks effectually and
cb^roof.ofan kinds "-ft illO page book free.
New Yor{(‘ Hlate Roofing Co., Limited,
Roofing Contractors
•ofing
i, 7 Okdarfit., W. Y.
HALL’S PATENT HUSKING GLOVES.
half gloves. FULL OLOYXS.T?” *1 Huskers In
h,^
TIMM longer, buak faster sndessier than any other
Husker Size* extra large. Urge, medium, and email for
M s and girts, for both right and left-handed persons.
8X561. Boys, ffito; Hall
n* W1Gloves, $1.16 per pair
mend
ywwp  ; fi*H
e alto Quauftctun and rvcom-
BALL'S IMPROVED HUSKING PIN,
nude of best cast steal, la most approved form, and pro.
vlded with atraps ready for use. Unquestionably tbe
very best Husking Pin In the market Price, prepain.
>0 ct*., three fork) cl*. Ask your merchant for tbem, oraddraai a
II ALL HUSKING GLOVE CO.,
145 So. Clinton St., Chicago,
The Enemy of Disease, the Foe ot
Pain to Man and Beast,
Is tk* Grand Old
MUSTANG
LINIMENT,
w ___
YEARS
NOT
NOT
AFF
THE HODY OF AlftMtSB Oil
cwstlnw ai>c. . fiOe. or 8i .OO, hasolten sawed
the life ofahuinau bvlnv,ax«d restarod ta.
Ufsaudusefulncss many awaluftblehorsw*
LANDS FOR SALE
960,(100 Acres ill Soottat Missouri.
FIRST-CLASS STOCK FARMS,
Excellent Agricultural Lands,
and b**t TOBACCO REGION in the West RHORT
WINTERS. NO GilASMlOPPKIlS. good Market, and'
a Health} Country.
Trices 02,50 to 910.00 an Aere.
Tkbms : One-tonth down, balance in seven years at
7 per cent bit* rent.
FKEB TRANSPORTATION
to the lands furnished purchasers. For circulars, guldte,
maps, sic., address . ..
A. L DEANE. Land Commiulontr, SL Louis.
EUPEON !
If you have rheumatism, neuralgia,
headache, a burn, or a bruise, procure
a bottle 01 Eupeon. It will g^ve Instant
relief, a8 thousands can testify. For
sale by all Druggists. H. A. HURL-
BUT & CO., 75 and 77 Randolph street,
Chicago. Agents for the Proprietors.
wurati nuw iux uiu «rnv inum urr Bum. i uj#
fioc, tyjVA.ti.oo, in tt>s. gm H'oins.i'jcoo. uy man.
B cent* per lb. edited. One bushel has been harvested
this yu^r f mm 1 lb. sawn ; it ix suitable far either fall or
spring sowing 1|Ad^) '|.ERH ^ Mtrket •
DEATH
IHPHOyBD SHUCK SHHLLKR
Farmer*, don’t shade your corn but sheint 01
our Shcller, which shells with the (SHUCK Oil
AS WELL AS OFF* Send for circular.
KINGSLAND, FERGJS0N & CO. o
u detared I,u I Hie i nJ-u,..' trv u-|iv I. k J, IVeft
hA JAqvtd Ertruttef Herj. l fryvit jaMTS ____
iDdliMiiln*. RIHireaH’tf, Con-flmw*. Or*T*(>*U. riles, Lung,
Liver, madder, KMa'V Slid KIM «llewi«-i. Praiats Phv>L
dans savlt never fall* in ALi BltEASES*ad veekUMvo.
Is a " nnd *end to female. Homeoputhio and Old
• ~ . .. u-0P«thio and Old
8<fimol Physicians reiv-ft: ‘lu.ererf .tfi, tkttergnedlto.t
^ #,Wr*n <otd fiimiln. ' '"ni*- nfilr l.kpitd KUrtct of B. -f
U » »ll*» Took* and I'aUwrtlea we will i rreu-rlhe." IMoe ft net
• •*.- fticHARDSoq A TOIHDQI, CIXnillATI, 0.
The Best Truss withont
Metal Springs ever Inventod.
No humbug claim of u eertain
(radical cure, Imt a guarautoe
ot a odiiffortabl^, secure, nnd
aatiafactory appliance.
•rill take bark and pug /all
trite for all that da aoteuiL P/ico, singb*,
like cntT #4; forjwth .liles, §-l. Softtby malLplwMV
on receipt of price. N. H.— TA/e Aux dill ture m-tt
>r tchich extratagant elaimtItuptury than any q/ thote fo
°' TOM EP.0 Y TUUSSCO. , 7*0 Broadway, New York.
lie l>fto SELTZER
yo«U bowel| regular. This can behest done by using
Tyrant;* SelUer Aperient*
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
___ ^  - _______ I ________ _____ '
Centennial,
^herican Historical Events
Sept. 23, 1701, Charter granted by Penn to
Philadelphia.
1718, Allied troops besieged York*
town.
25, 1493, Columbus again sailed for
America.
26, 1831, Antl-Ma»onic convention at
Balt.
27, 1863, Writ of Habeas Corpus
suspended. .
“ 28, 1818, Detroit invested by the
British.
“ 29, 186-1, Battle of Pilot Knob, Mo.
$cu! Pmttefumit'S.
MORTGAGE SALE.
pvKFAULT having been made in the conditionU of payment of a certain Indenture of Mort-limsi
in Holland,
man. and Isaac Fat
[Official.]
Common Council.
Tuesday, September 19, 1870.
The Common Council met in regular
session and was called to order by the
Mayor.
Present: Mayor Van Landegend, Aid.
Kanters, Matrau, Cropley, Dykema, Brey-
man and SciimldL
On motion Aid. Breyman was appointed
Clerk, pro-tm.
Minutes of the last meeting were read
and stood approved.
PETITIONS.
Of Chas. Hall for keeping Hotel and
Saloon.— Granted. .
Of L. D. Visaers and 172 others, pray-
ing that the Ordinance relative to the run-
ning at large of cattle and horned animals
within the city limits of the City of Hol-
land. be repealed —Referred to the Com.
on Public Buildings and Grounds.
(Aid. Minderhout appeared and took his
seat.) •
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
The Committee on Public Buildings and
Grounds who were authorized to make a
statement of expenditures of Centennial
Park reported as follows:
To U»8Mijor and Common Connell of the City of
Gents:— Your Com. on Public Build-
ings and Grounds, respectfully submit the
nf *? fTu ‘“W’eloek 1° tk® afternoon
of paid day, in Liber ‘W,” of mortgagee, on page
two hundred and elghty-nlne [MB], which Miff
Hnnl5Ta.£dthe no,e ther®,n ia«ntioned, condl-
fte Payment of six hundred dollar* and
“'.i?." P" “nl: P". »?d
duly aaslgned b? said WlUiam A. Bronwn to Ite*
becca Groat, of the Town of Holland. County of
Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and which said' an
Mgnment waa duly recorded i - -
-.a — -- --- mm.t .ow.uou In raid Hegimer’* dT-
fl«« on. Jhe sixth (*) day 0f March, A. D. 1875. at 8
o clock in the forenoon of aaid day, in Liber one
III ft f Vn rvmrvstn <v.. a 1 __ _ __ 1. __ __ j _ a
reventy-eigh
tain* a
(I) of mortgagee, on page three' hundred and
' ight (378). and which
condition that the pa .
•nail and will keep the mortgage intereat of the
Paftf of the eecond part, or Me awlgne, in the
building* erected and to be erected npon the land*
& ‘7a P*rty °f the eecond pan, hie exeentore,
admlnletratore, oraealgne. toeffect each ineurance,
and the premium or premium* paid for affecting
»the eame eholl be a lien on the eald mortgageu
premleee added to the amount eecurcd bv eaid
Probate Order.
DTATE OF MICHIGAN, COUNTY OF OTTA-
a >®wlon of the Probate Court of
the County of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Ufflce
In the City of Grand Haven, in aaid County, ou
Monday the Twenty flret day of August in the year
one thoueand eight hundred and eeveuty-elx.
Prerent: Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Prebate.
dTCDea?edMtlter°f the KaUteof Ar,e a
ST. PAUL
THE CHTCAQO A NORTH-WKftTKWV u ii
P«ytog smong other thing* that thle courT nTay
id determine the lawful heira ef aaidadjudicate mu u.o
deceared in and to said real eetate.
^ordered, that MONDAY the
•a d deceaeed, and ail other person# Interested iu
, J - ---- \ w IV npiruai at a 01
toanthen to be holden at the Probate Offlce winona and ot. Pctkr Lik*
ehould not be granted: And it ie further ordnred. on Sioux Citv A st p«ni Pniir„0a
the ehorteet and qulckeat route between (’hicam
.nd.llptHnt, In lllli,ol.. WljTSrNoSSS
c,",ornl*
points In
Nebraska,
Omaha and California Limn
Is the shortest and best route for all
Northwcsterr Illinois, Iowa, Dakota
Chicago, Madison and 8r. Paul Linn
Is the short lino fdr Northern Wisconsin and Min
nesota, and for Madison. 8t. Paul, Minueauol s
Duluth and all poinuin the great Northwe«d. Its
W 8 k xb nx
J.PLIEMAiT,
manukactureh op
Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.
SLEIGHS TRUCKS etc.'
Also sole Agent for the
afn/e£,papur.prlmed ,ud circulated in said Cbunty
heirin™ l,““e"IV,, "“'“•'T'ou to
A true copy (Atteat.) SAMUEL L.TATE,
Judge of Probate.
mortgage, and payable forthwith with interest at
the rate of ten per cent, per annum.
And whereas, there Is claimed to be due and un-
jjaldaMblsjJatc on aaid mortgage the sum of six
($886.46) lor principal and interest on said mort
gage, and the sum of ten dollars ($10) for Insur-
ance effected and paid by the assignee of this mort-
ind whereas, the said mortgage contains a con-
dition that when any proceedings shall be taken to
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of
sale In said mortgage contained, thesnm of t went v-
Hve dollars as a solicitor’s or attorney’s fee shall
be paid by the party#>f the dm part to the partr
of the second part, and all the legal costs and
charges of such foreclosure and sale, In case pro-
ceeding* shall be taken to foreclose the same, and
no suit at law or iu chancery having been insti-
tuted to recover said debt, or any part thereof.
Now. therefore, notice i* hereby given, that by vir-
tue of the power of sale contained in *aid mort-
gage and of the statutes in such case made and
aVSie!mialap ^nl °f tLe ^l3 ”4cxpcuuiiures oo Luilu mal lark: a sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much
H.Torcn for pole ......................... $ 49 99
<LW. Miller for rope .................. ..... 5 65
J. Jacobuse laying ttono ................ « 00
J. Roost delivering 8 cords stone ............ aj oo
K. Van Haaften superintending work ...... 35 oo
H. Kenjon grading. ....................... .... oo
H. 8p
G. Heckhuls
timing .................... 162 00
“  52
."•verwey- ........ .w: «(»
G.Booljensra •• 40 6b
W. Koosenboom labor .................. 133 00
P Van den Tak ** .................... 48 13
J. McDonald “ .................... gg
J. Dlnkeloo painting pole .............. j 50
Total .................................... |g41
Twopumps ................................. 25 00
$866 85
The above bills for labor aod learning
includes repairs on Mill street and other
sundry street improvements which shall be
estimated at about |50; also the opening in
part of Fish and 12th street in hauling
the dirt about 1500 yards from said street
for filling in uf . thfi.Park, for which Im-
provement the Park should be credited
with about $150 leaving the amount ex-
pended for the improvement of the Park,
proper at about $666.85.
Otto Breyman, ) Com. on Pub-
J. W. Minderhout, (• lie BuildingsR \ ) sqd Grounds
—Accepted and placed on file.
general order of the day.
On motion it was carried that the Com-
won Council go into a Com. of the Whole
for the purpose of acting upon an Ordin-
ance relative to the general appropriation
Bill for the fiscal year 1876.
The Mayor appointed AM. Matrau as
chairman of said Committee and after
some time spent fofcjeln laid Com. arose
and through their chairman reported that
they have had under consideration an Or-
dinance relative to the appropriation for
the fiscal year 1876 and recommend that
the same do pass.— Adopted,
THIRD READING OF BILLS.
An Ordinance relative to the appropria-
tion Bill for the fliscal year 1876 was read
a third time and passed a majority of all
the Aldermen, ii
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Dykema,
liendved, That wo proceed to the regu-
lar order of business.
By Aid. Dykema,
Resolved, That the Clerk notify to board
of assessors to ntakd out special assessment
for Riyer and Eighth street and that the
assessors be instructed to assess them the
same as last year.— Carried.
Resolved, That the fire department be
ordered to come out for review onTuesday
September 28th and that the City Clerk be
instructed to notify the Chief Engineer of
Fire Department.— Carried.
Council adjourned.
H. C. Matrau, Clerk, pro-tem.
. _ © © 10V.O, vi OV lUUvIJ
thereof a* is nccessaiy to eatlufy the amount due
upon said mortgage aforesaid, for principal and in-
terest, said sum of Insurance, premium, and attor-
ney fee. and the costs and expenses of foreclosure
and sale allowed by law. at public auction or ven-Hn* .U- M-V...., wijj— __ tho tweNTY-
year
u i uoweu D
dFaaUi?^Ahf»(rteto,l;dteo"SE,i?,”lnT^,
r\f nti* T „ *» »» * V. l a 1 % «
of our Lord one thoutand eight hundred ‘and
ck iiseventv-six (1876), at one o’cloc n the afternoon
of said day, at the iront door of the County Court
House, in the City of Grand Haven, In said County
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, that being the
place for holding the Circuit Court for said county.
Said mortgaged premises to be sold are described
in sa d mortgage, as follows, to wit: All of those
certain pieces or parcels of land situate and being
in the City of Holland, in the County of Ottawa,
and State of Michigan, and described as follows, to
wit: Lot numbered fourteen (14) and the west half
of lot numbered fifteen (15) In block numbered (89)
nsaid city, according to the map thereof of record
In the offlce of the Register of Deed* of Ottawa
County. Michigan, as of the Village of Holland.
Dated, Holland, Mich., July 27, A. D. 1876.
REBECCA GROAT.
HOWARD * MCBRIDE7"'""""'
Ally's for Assignee.
Mortgage Sale.
r\EFAULT having been made In the conditions
kJ of the payment of a certain Indenture ofV'-J w * o vcii u lliuuiu u 
Mortgage, bearing date the twenty-first day of Oc
tober. In the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and slxty-ieven. Made and executed by
John Roost and Aleida Roost of the City of Hol-
land in the County of Ottawa and 8tute of Michi-
gan, parties of the first part, and Cbarlev H. Mon-
roe of the same place party of the second part, and
recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds, in ‘
and for the County of Ottawa and dtate of Michi-
gan on the twenty-second ay of November, In the
year of our Lord one thonsaud eight hundred and
lixtv-seven, at four o’clock In the afternoon of
said day, in Liber “N” of Mortgages ou page one
hundred and twenty-two. And whereas there is
claimed to be due and unpaid at this date on said
mortgage the sum of three hundred and two dol-
lars and forty-four cents, for principal, and interest,
and no suit or proceeding* either in law, or eqnity,
having been commenced to recover the same, or
any part thereof. Now therefore, notice Is herebv
given that on MONDAY the SIXTEENTH DAY
of OCTOBER, in the \ ear of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-six, at one o’clock
in the afternoon of said day, at the front door of
Waihintf on Knocks Down.
Id 1754, Washington then in command
of the Virginia Rangers at Alexandria,
awaiting; the arrival of Gen. Braddock’a
troops, supported Mr. Fairfax in an elec-
tion contest, for the ^ouse of Burgesses
against Mr., afterward; Colonel, William
Payne of the Coolloenlal trnry. This
seems to have .been one of ttyse rare oc-
casions when Washington's hot blood got
the better of his peerless Judgmejat. Fierce
words passed between Jbe^^gentlemcn,
in the Market Spurts uf Alexandria, end-
ing by an oUHMifct #»ge*fr6m Payne, in
which he felled Washington to the earth.
The Rangers rushed from. their .barracks
and surrounded Paynes, but Washington,
with calm dignity, dispersed them. A
duel seemed inevitable. Ou the following
day, however, Washington sent for Payne,
and, extending Us hand, said, with a gen-
tle courtesy that touched the other to the
heart: “Mr. Payne, to err is human. I
was wrong yesterday; but If you have hod
sufficient satisfaction, let us be friends."
Until the day of hb death Col. Payne re-
tained for Washington a devoted and un- j
broken regard.—“JZ/i«foCp/if<mnMd Lady," i
in Scribner. I
the County Court House. In the City of Grand Ha-
ven in said Countv of Ottawa and State of Mlchi
gan. that being the place for holding the Circuit
Court for said county, there will be sold at public
------ * .. .. L* It VI
autton or vendue to tho highest bidder the prem
lees described in said mortgage or so much there-
of as. may be necessary to satisfy the amount due
and payable on said mortgage, with interest there-
‘ i at the rate of ' * ’on  eight per cent, and all tho lega
costs and charges of *aia foreclosure and sale. The
following is the description of the landa and prem-
Ises as appears In said mortgage, to-wlt: The fol-
lowing described land* to wit: Lots numbered
three (8) aud four (4) in section numbered twenty-
two (22) In township numbered five (5) north of
range numbered fifteen [15] west in the County of
Ottawa and State of Michigan, containing elenty-
four and fifty-three hundredths acres, more or less,
according to the U, 8. survey.
DAT,D:H»S^,SVott:^D-,m8-
Howard A McBride,
MORTGAGE SALE.
pvEFAULT having been made in the conditionU of the payment of acerlaln Indeuture of mort
gage, bearing date the ninth day of April, in the
year of Lord one thousand eight hundred and sev-
enty-two [1878], made and executed by Hendrick
Meongs and Arentje Meengs, his wife, of the City of
Hnllnnfl In thn I'miftfv nf fliftaiu* «.wi «Holland, In the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan, parties of the first part and Caroline
----- sr ””” » v t, taiiu V lUIIIJU
A. Garretson, wife of Rev. John Garretaon, of New
Brunswick, New Jersey, party of the second part
and recorded in the offlce of tin* Register of Deeds
In and for the County of Ottawa and Stat* fof
Michigan, on the first day of May in f he year of onr
Lord one thousand eight hnndred and sev«-nty-fwo,
at five o’clock In the afternoon of said day in Liber
seventeen flT] of mortgages on page five hundred
and seventy-three f573J, and whereas there is
claimed to be due and unpaid at this date on said
mortgage the *um of five hundred and forty dollar*
and twenty-two cents, ($540.fcil for principal and
Interest, and no suit or proceedings either In law
or equity having been commenced to recover the
same or any part thereof: Now therefore notice is
herebv given that on MONDAY tho SIXTEENTH
day oroCTOBER, in the year of onr Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-six, at one o’clock
in the afternoon of said day. at the front door of the
county court house. In the City of Grand Haven, In
Mid County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, that
being the place for holding the Circuit Court for
said county, there will be sold at public auction or
vendue to the highest bidder the premises described
in said mortgage, or so much thereof as may be
necessary to satisfy the amount due and payable
°n with the interest thereon at the
wle*nJflao *n attorney fee of twenty-
^-"^togkthe description of the lands and
premises as appears in said mortgnge to-wlt: AU that
SrSliiillic^n0thpw!? of I,md' 8ltuale ,n the c,,y
SSSsw f SM
,,,e Be|ll"<’r, offl" of
Dated: Holland, Mich., July », A. D. 1876.
CAROLINE A. GARRETSON. Mortgagee. —
Howard A McBridr, AWys for Mortgagee.
SENT FREE
Hu to $75 CASH per week to all, al
taudygy oew. Addrsa, The B<
•od postpaid— Thb
_ __ Bevarly Hudoct
NEW FIRM!
Gr. Van Putten.
Having succeeded the late firm of G. Van Putten
A to., at the eame stand and in the same business
wishes to advertise through the columns of the
New* hi* stock of
Dry Goods,
Hats cfe (Japs,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Flour & Feed.
Etc., Etc.
The Goods are first-class-
PRICES ARE LOW.
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
SP CALL AND SEE.
G. VAN PUTTEN.
Holland, Aug. 2, 1876.
liUJlM,
5J1 (Broadway, jfew York.
Opp. Metropolitan Hotel.
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in
CHR0M0S & FRAMES.
Stereoscopes & Views,
AlhD9,tapkot!s id Subtle 7isn,
Photographic Materials.
We are the Headquarters for every thing In the
way of
Stereopticons and Mag-
ic Lanterns,
Being Manufacturers of the
Micro-Scientific Ijintern,
Stereo- Panopticon,
University Stereopticon,
Artopticon,
Advertiser's Stereopticon,
SCHOOL LANTERN. FAMILY LANTERN
PEOPLE S LANTERN.
Each style being the best of Its class In the market.
Catalogues of Lantern and Slide* with direction*
for using sent on application.
Aay Zatirpriiiag nan cm nike acne; with a Magic
Lantern.
tyUnt out this advertisement for refer-
ncce.jgj
Drs. ANNIS&BROEK,
No. 86, Eighth Street.
Opp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
DEALERS IN
Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
and Fancy Articles.
Prescription- carefully prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Our stock is all first-class, and
we offer It to the public cheap for cash.
We invite onr friends and tho public generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANN 18, M. D.
A. BUOEK, M. D.
Closing Out Sale
D. Bertsch’s Store
regardIessof cost.
The undersigned offers his goods for sale at al-
most any price. The stock is largo and wo man
ilmoAtnrsell at almost any price. Improve this opportunity^• - 0 --
StoreandLot.
far below the actual value and on easy terms.
Dwelling House and Lot.
My dwelling house and lot, No. 61, Weat 10th
street, la for aale on easy term#.
Store goods, Store, Lotand dwelling— all at re-
markable low prices.
For all or any part Uiefeof, apply to
D. BEUTSCH.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 5, 1876,
Green Bat and MARqurm Line
Is the only line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond
Du Lac, Oshkosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Escanaha,
,/“ncock “,,d
Freeport and Dubuque Line
lathe only route for Elgin, Rockford, Freeport
and all point* via Freeport. Ita s
Chicago and Milwaukee Line
Is the old Lake Shore Route, and is the only one
EEi V n^*11 Enau,9touWUkl) Fore8t- Highland
Park, Waukegan, Racine, Kenosha to Milwaukee.
Pullman Palace Cars
SOUTH BEND, IND.
This wagon i* the best wagon in use In this State
and the only slope-spoked wagon manufac
lured. It Is a better wagon than the Jack-
..... . - «« » l
son W agon, and I will sell them Just as
cheap, and give e written wanaaty
for one year. Wagons of my
own mannfactnre I will
sell for
SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
- 1 O— —  1  -
All Work Warranted.
General Blacksmlthing done with
aad dispatch. neatncM
“^rnn.on all throngh trains of this road.
At Omaha our Sleepers connect with the Over-X81 lt>llroad for
On the arrival of the trains from the East or
Ing Room and Sleeping Cars through to Council
Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
Holland. September!, 1875.
J. FLIEMAN.
Minneapolis, Two Through
Tralng dHUjr, with Pullman Palace Car* attached
on both train*.
. u01, 0lZinr?W andLaie Superior, Two Trains
dully, with Pullman Palace Cur* attached, and run-
ft 1 n if flirntlirK trv Y4  ^nlng through to Marquette.
For Milwaukee, Four Through Trains dally, Pull-
Car* on night train*, Parlor Chair Car* on dayman
train*.
For Sparta and Winona and point* on Slonx
Cliy and St. Paul Railroad and for point* in Min
. 7. --- rnV --- . M, puiuio III mill-
nesota. One Through Train daily, with Pullman
Sleeper* to Winona.
d,t MlJ.'.VcTrKn^0, IT* T'alni
For Dubuqus and La Crosse, via Clinton, Two
TXTITAT ^1|M“ c*™°"
man Car* to Missouri Valley Junction.
For Lake Geneva, Four Trains dally.
For Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha, Janesville, and
other points, you can have from two to ten trains
daily.
New York Offlce, No. 415 Broad wav; Boston Of-
flee. No. 5 State Street ; Omaha Offlce, 253 Farnham
Street; San Francisco Offlce, 121’ Montgomery
; Chicago Ticket Offices: 62 Clark Street,Street ;
under Sherman House- corner Canal and Madison
Streets ; hinzie Street Depot, corner W. Klnzic and
Canal Streets; Wells Street Depot, corner Wells
and Klnzle Streets.
For rate* or information not attainable from
your home ticket agents, apply to
W. H. STENNETTj MARVIN HUG HITT
Gen.Pass.Ag’t, Chicago. Gen. Sup’t, Chicago.
Mi: in m 13 imu
m Just published, a new edition ofDr. CulrenriU'i Celebrated Essay onthe radical cure (without medicine)
- — of Spermatorrmn or Seminal Weak-
ness. Involuntary Seminal Losses. Impotencv,
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to
Marriage, etc. ; also. Consumption, Epilepsy andlage, . ._r. ......
fits, induced by self-indulgence or aexnal extra-
vagance, Ac.
Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ success-
fu practice, that the alarming consequence* of
self-abuse may be radically cured without the dan-
geron* use of Internal medicine or the application
of the knife; pointing ont a mode ®f cure at once
simple, certain, and effectual, by means of which_____ ______ jy [
ever}- sufferer, ho matter what his condition may
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radi
colly.
tW This Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress, post-paid, on receipt of tlx cent* or two
post stamp*.
Address the Publisher*,
F. B ragman & Son.
41 Ana St., Hi* York; Post Offlce Box. 4688.
DR. SCHOUTEFS
mmm m mmm pill'.
Have a specific influence npon the Liver ar.c
Bowels, and stimulate these organs into each vh1
orous action that the impediments are removed.-- ---- ------ .MV. IMApVUIUJCIJlB i u ICIli
Favorably knowr. hr operating mildly.
oriKl,,,,tog
from
AT —— SOLD
Wholesale and Retail
H. WALSH, Druggist.
Holland. Mioh.
Holland. Midi., Feb. 25. 1875. 2-tf
racETSTix:
Planing Mill.
In re-building our new shop we have pur-
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Most Approved Patterns;
And we are confident we can satisfy all whe
want
Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE A STEAM
IDR/TT KILILT
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In our line, manufactured on abort
notlaa.
H. W. VERBEEK & Co.
46
BOOKBINDING!
wlihes to inform hie old friend*
£5? ?f 1H®1,and ‘bd Vicinity that beirfjr «t
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrange-
mem* with Mr. W. VoSt, at HollamT 77 whose
beioft011 fhnvVpurch ^  Y b,nd,n£ ^
of tools and stock and will^raTsh^rsLciaaework.„ A. CLOETINGH.
Muskegon, Sept. 8 1875.
Tl THI W0IXIN3 0LAS8.— We can furnish you
employment at which you can make very largo nay.
in your own localities, without beiua awav from
home overnight. Agents wanted inevery town and„ — --gen In ry <
county to take subscribers for The Centennial
18 pages, 64 columns; Elegantly Illustrated; Terms
only $1 per year. The Record Is devoted to wbat-
ever is of Interest connected with the Centennial
anout tt. An elegant patriotic crayon drawing
premium picture is presented free to each sub-
scrlber. It is entitled, "In rememhranc* of the
One Hundreth Anniveraary of the Independence
of the United States.’’ Size, 23 by 30 inches. Any
one can become a sncceaslul agent, for but show
the paper and picture aud hundreds of subscribers
are easily obtained everywhere. There is no busi-
ness that will pay like this at present. We have
many agents who are making as high as $20 per
day amf upward*. Now 1* the time: don’t delay.
Remember It costs nothing to give the buslneis a
trial. Send for circulars, terms, and sample copy
of paper, which are sent free to all who apply; do
it to-day. Complete outfit free to those who de-
cide to eneage. Farmers and mechanics, and their
sons and daughters make the very best of agents.
Address, THE CENTENNIAL RECORD,
5 17-1y • Portland, Maine.
PRINTING! !
1TBW
material
JUST RECEIVES AT
— the —
3STE WS
JOB OFFICE.
Our facilities for Job Print-
ing are unequaled in this city,
and we are at all times prepar-
ed to execute
ALL KINDS OF
job PRmrnro
Promptly and Neatly
IN THE
COMMERCIAL
PRINTING
LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS.
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
PRICE LISTS,
CARDS,
TAGS, dku
Programmes,
Handbills,
Law Blanks,
Etc., Etc., Etc
All kinds of Color and Or-
namental printing. Call and
examine specimens and prises.
_ _ ........... _ _ _ : _
